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Jan. 10 – 30, 2011

Aron Blom in residence
Aron Blom was born 1986 in
Stockholm, Sweden. He studied at The Royal Swedish Ballet
School in Stockholm from 2004
to 2006. In 2010 he graduated
from P.A.R.T.S. (Performing Arts
Research and Training Studios).
During his studies at P.A.R.T.S.,
he created “Aron & Mikko
Thinking duet” in collaboration
with Mikko Hyvönen. He has
also been performing in “Paper
Plane” by Veli Lehtovaara and
“Trio Lio Lei” by Mikko Hyvönen.
Jan. 28 – Feb. 14, 2011

Charlotta Ruth &
Clélia Colonna
in residence
Charlotta Ruth has 12 years professional dance experience in
Sweden, Denmark and Germany
and she teaches contemporary
dance and improvisation. Her
short film “If ever so temporary” made with director
Frederik Depickere, Brussels,
was voted best of Video dance
2007, Greece. She studied
at the Royal Swedish Ballet
School and University College
of Dance. She was selected
for a Master class series in
audiovisual art Cimatics
Brussels and the Impulztanz
06 Danceweb scholarship. She
has received working grants
from the Swedish Arts Grants
Committee. Clélia Colonna (AT)
lives in Vienna and is a video
and performance artist born in
1979. She has worked with Josef
Szeiler, Philippe Genty, Mary
Underwood and Laurence Garel.
Feb. 4 – 15, 21 – 22, 2011

Rebecca Chentinell
& Marie Fahlin
in residence
Rebecca Chentinell is a stunt
performer, dancer and choreographer. She studied at The
Royal Swedish Ballet School
in Stockholm, Sweden, and
has worked professionally as
a dancer and choreographer
since 2002. In 2006, Rebecca
founded a platform for stage
performance art called
Diggapony together with Linnea
Martinsson and Andrea Csaszni
Rygh, which is now a well
known and established group
in the field of both Swedish
and international dance and
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performance. Marie Fahlin is
a swedish choreographer and
dancer and has studied at
SNDO (School for New Dance
Development) in Amsterdam.
She has created over 30 choreographies, both solo pieces
and larger collaboration pieces,
shown at for example Weld,
Dansens Hus och Fylkingen.
Jan 26, Feb 16, 2011

W.I.S.P. with Eva
Meyer-Keller ”Open
Art” in residence
W.I.S.P. is a pro-feminism network for the performing arts. It
is the first and largest performing arts organisation in Sweden
for women and transgendered.
Eva Meyer-Keller is an artist and
choreographer who often works
with video to create performances for galleries and theatres. Before graduating from the
SNDO (School for New Dance
Development) in Amsterdam
she studied photography and
visual art in Berlin and London.
She has collaborated with
groups such as Baktruppen,
Jérôme Bel, Christine De
Smedt, Les Ballets C. de la B.
Feb. 21 – 27, 2011

Lundahl & Seitl
in residence
Lundahl & Seitl is a Londonbased artist duo, composed
of curator and artist Christer
Lundahl and choreographer and
artist Martina Seitl. They have
created several large-scale siteand situation-specific artworks
that explore history, time, space
and human perception through
the participation and total
immersion of visitors. In 2010
Lundahl & Seitl were awarded
the Birgit Cullberg Stipendium.
Feb. 19 – Mar. 9, 2011

Sara Manente
in residence
Sara Manente (IT/BE) graduated Communication Science
in Bologna and completed the
post-master APT/APASS in
Performing Arts in Antwerp.
She is one of the founding
members of the association
EVE VZW that facilitates the
work of seven artists: Sara
Manente, Marcos Simões,
Norberto Llopis, Jaime Llopis,
Santiago Ribelles Zorita, Kyung

Ae Ro and Varinia Canto Vila.
Since 2008, she has been
working on different projects
starting from choreography
but touching the field of visual
arts, such as “democratic forest”, a practical and theoretical
research in collaboration with
Alessandra Bergamaschi,
“to park”, a video. She has
also created performances
in collaboration with Ondine
Cloez and Michiel Reynaert
and the dance performance
“Lawaai means hawaai”.
Residency is collaboration with Workspace Brussels.
Feb. 23 – 27, 2011

Björn Säfsten
in residence
Focusing on the examination
of movement as an ambivalent
language, constructing methods
for each new artistic endeavor,
Björn Säfsten, choreographer
and dancer, shines new light on
the human body in a context of
movement. In constant search
for a method, he uses limitations as a portal to examine his
own artistic inheritance and
to comment on the discourses
that he works within. Since his
debut piece “The adaptation”
created in residence in Alcalá
de Henares, Madrid (2006),
Säfsten and his collaborative
artistic team has made several
productions together. In 2009
Björn was awarded the Cullberg
price. His piece “Corduroy”
opened at Dansens Hus in
2010 and is 2011 reconfigured
at Magasin 3 in Stockholm.
Mar. 5, 2011

MDT party!
First up in the season is a
shindig! Bring your friends!
Mar. 8, 2011

Pieter Ampe &
Guilherme Garrido
“Still Difficult Duet”
+ Juvelen
“Still Difficult Duet” is the result
of the first choreographic collaboration between Pieter Ampe
(BE) and Guilherme Garrido
(PT). Ampe and Garrido first
met in the summer of 2006
during the Danceweb scholarship programme in Vienna.
Their meeting inspired them
to work together, in a magical

encounter of matching t-shirts
and virile beards; they strive
for harmony and synchrony.
However, the idyll only last
for a short while — epic fights
filled with grotesque humour
break out. The piece has been
touring all over Europe after
its premiere in October 2007.
After Pieter and Gui, we are
proud to present an intimate
set with swedish pop sensation
Juvelen. He has promised to
play some never-before-heard
songs from his upcoming album.
(Choreography: Pieter
Ampe & Guilherme Garrido. On
stage: Pieter Ampe & Guilherme
Garrido.)
Mar. 8, 2011

Workshop with Pieter
Ampe and Guilherme
Garrido
We are Pieter Ampe and
Guilherme Garrido and we love
to disagree with each other!
This is not true. We would like
to invite you for our workshop
in MDT where we will make an
attempt to explain you why. It’s
possible you will hear different versions. Feel welcome!
Greetings, Pieter and Gui.
Mar. 9 – 10, 2011

Pieter Ampe &
Guilherme Garrido
“Still Standing You”
+ Juvelen
After their celebrated first
performance Pieter Ampe and
Gui Garrido will enter the stage
together once more. But how
much longer will they be able
to carry and, more importantly, to bear each other?
With great physical intensity
they examine the contradictory
aspects of their friendship: are
they friends, rivals, enemies
or lovers? Shamelessly and
unabashedly Ampe and Garrido
fathom out their limitations,
turning them into virtuosity by
means of a performance that
is just as rough as it is tender.
After Pieter & Gui, we are
proud to present an intimate
set with swedish pop sensation
Juvelen. He has promised to
play some never-before-heard
songs from his upcoming album.
(Choreography &
Performance: Pieter Ampe &
Guilherme Garrido. Dramaturgy:
Rita Natálio. Produced by

Campo. Co-produced by STUK,
Leuven (BE) & BUDA, Kortrijk
(BE). Artistic Residency: Espaço
Alkantara.)
Mar. 13 – 18, 2011

Björn Säfsten & Anja
Arnquist
“Master Minds”
The production was initiated by
Anja Arnquist in co-operation
with Norrlandsoperan and
developed through an investigation project in 2007. During
one and a half month Björn
and Anja developed the project
that in spring 2008 became
a stage production. “Master
Minds” is an interactive piece
for kids between 10 to 13 year
old. The aim is to let the kids
act as choreographers. During
one hour and through choreographing together with professional dancers the students
get an insight in contemporary
dance and the working field
of the choreographer and the
dancers. The piece had its
premiere in Skellefteå 2008.
(Choreography: Björn
Säfsten. Concept: Anja Arnquist.
Dancers: Louise Perming, Marie
Nilseng, Oskar Landström
and Philip Berlin. Production:
NorrlandsOperan Dans. Tour
production: Cullbergbaletten
and Riksteatern.)
Mar. 15, 2011

TIR Performance
“Kartlägger Del 1”
+ Kutterfugel
TIR Performance is a hardcore feminist activist group.
TIR Performance “Kartlägger”
(Maps) is a project where the
artists map out different situations for women in Swedish
society. This led them to the
suburb Tensta and their center
for women. TIR set of to investigate their own feminism and
ended up in knee-deep mud
of prejudices. Sweden today.
Mother presents
Kutterfugel. Kutterfugel is
the solo project of Anna from
“Love Is A Burning Thing”. That
should really be enough for
you but here’s a bitmore info.
LIABT are an awesome dark pop
electronic band that are really
quite electrifying live. Anna is
a central part of that with her
incredible voice and fascinating stage presence. File under
Tickley Feather and Fever Ray.
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(TIR Performance are Nina
Jeppsson, Sarah Degerhammar,
Indra Linderoth & Tanja
Tuurala. Set and light: Sutoda.
Produced by STDH, Stockholms
dramatiska högskola).

Mar. 20 – 21 , 2011

Mar. 16, 2011

Mar. 26 – 27, 2011

TIR Performance
“Kartlägger Del 1”
+ Mole Says Hi

Mette Edvardsen
“Black”

TIR Performance, see Mar. 15.
Mole Says Hi’s album, on
Stockholm based label Hockey
Rawk, is full of songs with
amazing lyrics and titles like
“When We Open Our Mouths,
Salads Swim” and “My New
Jaw”. The music live up to the
elaborate titles and you can
spend many a happy minute
with her nicely indescribable
Lo-Fi pop. Live these songs have
become performances and the
set has grown to become a
unique experience. File under
Lydia Lunch, Broadcast.
Mar. 19, 2011

Robin Jonsson
“Simulations”
+ Yanéka
Robin Jonsson is one of the
first artists that truly belong
to the Playstation generation — he grew up with computer games all around him.
He started his research on new
media during his education
with “Super Conflict” and “I
Believe I Can See The Future”.
Now he continues this research
in “Simulations”. Robin Jonsson
studied at the Royal Swedish
Ballet School in Stockholm
and at P.A.R.T.S in Brussels.
Mother presents Yanéka.
Japanese post rock band
Yanéka is first and foremost a
live band and if only listened to
online, their tracks do not do
capture their on stage energy
and passion. You can not help
but leave their gigs feeling
moved and wanting more. Half
of all ticket sales goes to the
Japanese earth quake victims.
(Concept, direction: Robin
Jonsson. Created by Robin
Jonsson, Lieve De Pourcq,
Ludvig Daae and Peter Lenaerts.
Performed by Lieve De Pourcq
and Ludvig Daae. Soundtrack:
Peter Lenaerts. Costume design:
Manuela Lauwers. Voice: Tova
Gerge.)

Robin Jonsson
“Simulations”
See March 19.

“Black” is a solo performance
about making things appear.
The space is empty. There are no
things. Through spoken words
and movements in space a
world will become visible, where
the performer is the mediator
between the audience and what
is there. It is a plain time and
space where only the body is
physically present, performing
actions and handling invisible objects, constantly trying
to bridge the invincible gap
between thought and experience between here and there.
Mette Edvardsen was born in
Norway but works and lives in
Brussels. She was a dancer in
Les Ballets C. de la B for several
years and has as such been
working with choreographers
like Hans Van den Broeck and
Christine de Smedt. She has
also worked with e. Mårten
Spångberg and Deepblue.
(Created and performed by
Mette Edvardsen. Production:
Helga Duchamps Duchamps
VZW and Mette Edvardsen
Athome. Co-produced by
Black Box Teater (NO) and
WorkSpace Brussels (BE). In
collaboration with Kaaitheater
(BE), Vooruit (BE) and Netwerk
(BE). Supported by Norsk
Kulturråd (NO). Thanks to
Michael Bussae Jan Van Gijsel,
Philippe Beloul, Heiko Goelzer
and Lilia Mestre.)
Mar. 30 – Apr 1, 2011

Aron Blom “SAM”
+ Salka Ardal
Rosengren & Mikko
Hyvönen “Trash Talk”
Aron Blom & Salka Ardal
Rosengren presents one piece
each. The two have very little in
common, one is more conceptual and the other movement
based. Both performances mark
however a start very interesting
movement careers. Both pieces
also have a lot in common.
They work consciously with the
presence of the spectator. Ardal

Rosengren work with Finnish
choreographer Mikko Hyvönen
and has already toured all over
Europe. Bloms piece is premiering here at MDT. Aron Blom,
Salka Ardal Rosengren, Mikko
Hyvönen all just graduated
from P.A.R.T.S. in Brussels.
(“SAM” performed and
choreographed by Aron Blom.
Mentor: Bo Arenander. Produced
by MDT. “Trash Talk” performed
and conceived by Salka Ardal
Rosengren and Mikko Hyvönen.
Mentor: Mette Ingvartsen.
Produced by P.A.R.T.S.)
Apr. 2 – 3 , 2011

Daniel AlmgrenRecén
& Alma Söderberg
“Abdikation Nu”
Alma Söderberg and Daniel
AlmgrenRecén developed
their performance after being
invited by Byteatern in Kalmar
to a new artist in residence
program. They were asked
to work together for two
months and based the work on
research around the Swedish
Queen Kristinas maximes.
The mysterious queen wrote
more than 1300 aphorisms.
Söderberg and AlmgrenRecén
ended up with an experimental
room conscious performance
they called “Abdikation Nu”,
Abdication Now. In the wave of
Queen Kristina performances
in Sweden the last few years
this is the most exciting.
(Performed and
choreographed by Alma
Söderberg and Daniel
AlmgrenRecén. Light Design:
Johan Rödström. Produced by
Byteatern in Kalmar.)
Apr. 9 – 10, 2011

Mette Ingvartsen &
Guillem Mont de Palol
“All the way out
there…”
After working together on
“Giant City”, Mette Ingvartsen
and Guillem Mont de Palol
decided to develop a new piece
together. This is a performance of extremes. A moving
image of two figures on an
ecstatic journey, searching for
intense physical expressions.
The performance is a place for
reconsideration; a place where
excesses such as fanaticism,
enthusiasm, vitalism joy are
renegotiated; a space where

screams are either too loud
to be heard or too soft to be
ignored; a space where singing,
screaming, breathing, gasping,
growling, hissing and screening compose the vocal tonalities of affective expression.
(Concept and
Choreography: Mette Ingvartsen
and Guillem Mont de Palol.
Light Design: Jorge Dutor. Sound
Design: Gerald Kurdian. Voice
trainer: Dalila Khatir. Production
management: Kerstin Schroth.
Advisor: Jeroen Fabius.)
Apr. 13 – 15, 2011

Dorte Olesen
“The Bad The Good
The Ugly”
Dorte Olesen Production presents “The Bad The Good The
Ugly”. In a world, when your
life is no longer your own. The
three will embark on a journey
unknown to man. A civilization
will fall and a Hero will rise.
One woman’s journey — Coming
soon to a theater near you — and
this time it’s personal.
(In order of appearance:
Emelie Garmén, Halla
Ólafsdóttir, Eliisa Erävalo.
Director: Dorte Olesen. Concept
and choreography: Eliisa
Erävalo, Emelie Garmén, Halla
Ólafsdóttir and Dorte Olesen.
Set design: Chrisander Brun and
Dorte Olesen. Make-up: Soﬁa
Ranow Boix-Vives. Light Design:
Chrisander Brun. Costume:
Dorte Olesen. Set assistant:
Marie Nilsson. Sound: Tobias
Hallgren. Photo: Anna Widoff.
Design: Joseﬁn Herolf. Producer:
Lena Uhlander. Executive
producer: MDT.)
Apr. 7 – 17, 2011

Tea Tupajić and Petra
Zanki with Sven Åge
Birkeland, Vallejo
Gantner and Florian
Malzacher in residence
Tea Tupajić was born in 1984 in
Sarajevo (HR), Tea has a Master
of Fine Art (MFA) degree in
theater directing and radio art
from The Academy of Drama
Art in Zagreb. As an independent artist she works on theater
and gallery projects. In 2009
she was artist-in-residence
at Tanzquartier, Wien. Her
texts have been published
in the magazine Frakcija.
Petra Zanki was born in 1977
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in Split (HR). After receiving
her MA in comparative literature and French, Petra pursued
her studies at the Theatre and
performing arts department at
the Sorbonne Nouvelle in Paris
(M. Res). She is a co-founder
of the artistic organizations
Banana Gerila and Ekscena.
As performance and dance
maker she worked together
with Britta Wirthmüller,
Oliver Frljic, Montažstroj,
Shadowcasters, Via Negativa.
Her texts have been published
in magazines Kazalište and
Kretanja. In 2010 Petra was
awarded as best choreographer at the Croatian platform
of Young Choreographers.
Sven Åge Birkeland is
the artistic director of BIT
Teatergarasjen, the dance biannual Oktoberdans and the theatre biannual Meteor in Bergen.
Vallejo Gantner has been
Artistic Director of Performance
at Space 122 in New York.
Florian Malzacher is coprogrammer of the festival
Steirischer Herbst in Graz (since
2006) and since 2009 also
freelance dramaturge/curator for Burgtheater in Vienna.
Apr. 13 – 15, 2011

Tea Tupajić & Petra
Zanki “The Game with
Objects”
“The Game with Objects”, a
video installation by artists
Tea Tupajić and Petra Zanki.
The installation is the result
of the work completed during the artistic residencies for
“Curators’ Piece” project. The
video was filmed along 2010 on
several venues and festivals in
Europe and USA, where the artists visited the chosen curators
during their research for the
performance. This video installation issue from the second
working session entitled “The
Game with Objects”, in which
the artists presented various
objects to the curators asking
them to imagine the objects as
artists and performances and
chose 10 among them in order
to make their festival or season.
(Created by Tea Tupajić,
Petra Zanki. Curated by Sven
Age Birkeland, Barbara Raes,
Lane Czaplinski. Montage:
Hrvoslava Brkuši. Production:
Banana Gerila 2010. Thanks
to BIT Teatergarasjen, BUDA,
MDT, On the Boards, Steirischer
Herbst, PACT Zollverein, PS 122.)

Apr. 26 – May 3, 2011

Lundahl & Seitl
“Observatory”
“Observatory” has been
born out of its precursor
“Work/Workshop” which was
researched, developed and
then shown at Weld in 2008.
Although the performance is set
in complete darkness, there is
a resemblance of the minimalism often associated with the
way museums display objects
in isolation and the focused
observation of their viewers.
In “Observatory” the visitor is
fully immersed in a situation
being both the observer and
the observed, with perception
itself as both the medium of
the work, its potential content
as well as the means to receive
it. The choice to present the
work at MDT reflects a parallel
inquiry into tradition of theatre
and performance by acting on
instructions and receiving its
impact on our bodies. When we
are inside “Observatory” we are
all protagonists in a blank story,
where imaginations, physical sensations and memories
are enacted and projected
out into the unseen stage.
(Concept and direction:
Christer Lundahl, Martina Seitl.
Collaborators: Rachel Alexander,
Colin McLean, Sara Lindström,
Genevieve Maxwell, Lisette
Drangert.)
May 7 – 8, 2011

Dansstationen/Slingan
presents: Memory
Wax “Rooms” & La
Macana “Ven”
Dansstationen/Slingan presents
two pieces from the dance and
theatre companies Memory Wax
and La Macana. The solo performance “Rooms” marks the
fifth anniversary of the swedish
dance company Memory Wax.
In “Rooms”, Memory Wax is taking their quiet, cinematic and
distinctive expression further
to another level. A performance
about how we create our own
inner and outer rooms, how
we frame ourselves and open
doors to new possibilities. La
Macana “Ven” is a duet with
precise and distinct movements to songs by Einstürzende
Neubauten that won the
Audience Award and Critics
Award at the XXII Certamen

Coreográfico de Madrid in 2008.
Memory Wax is a dance
and theatre company with a
strong visual expression and
a naked theatrical movement
language. La Macana is a company based in Galicia, Spain.
May 9 – Jun. 11, 2011

Luís Miguel Félix
& Sidney Leoni
in residence
Sidney Leoni (FR), based in
Brussels, develops works that
draw attention on notions of
sensation, affect and active
perception and on a participatory interrelation with an
audience. In 2010, he created
“Undertone” in collaboration
with several guest artists, an
immersive experience of several
kinds of stimuli: tastes, sounds,
smells, temperature fluctuations, touches in complete darkness. Sidney performed in the
piece “Giant City” (2009) by
Mette Ingvartsen, “The Host”
(2010) by Andros Zins-Browne
and participated in the master program Mychoreography
by Mårten Spångberg at
DOCH (2008–2010).
Luís Miguel Félix (PT) has
most recently been developing his role as a performer
with specific choreographers
whose work and processes he
considers unique and pertinent
in the conte mporary performance context. He is currently
performing in “Blue” by Juan
Dominguez, “Undertone” by
Sidney Leoni, “Low Pieces” by
Xavier Le Roy and “Oedipus,
my foot” by Jan Ritsema.
May 14 – 15, 2011

Malin Elgán
“Trästycket”
“Trästycket” (The Wood Piece)
is a project and performance
that examines new fields within
dance practice. The project
deals with materiality in relation to artistic practice, focusing on time and form. Through
a redistribution of objects and
forms — such as to allow music
instruments within the performance take on a new material
shape, in the form of wooden
costumes — the choreography
becomes a place for redistribution of time. It’s about the possibility of the artistic practice
to draw up new conditions of
time, in other words, about to

take the time you “do not have”.
(Choreography: Malin Elgán.
Dance: Rebecca Chentinell,
Ludde Hagberg, Love Källman,
Fernanda Lind Echenique and
Tove Salmgren. Set design:
Pontus Lindvall, in collaboration
with choreographer and
dancers. Sound: Daniel
Söderberg and Fernanda Lind
Echenique. Costume: Charlotte
Wandt. Light: Tobias HagströmStåhl. Curating advice: Stina
Høgkvist. Production: Tove
Dahlblom and Oskar Rosén.
Project managing: Magnus
Liistamo. Supported by Jardin
d’Europe, Cullberg Ballet.)
May 14 – 15, 2011

Anna Källblad,
Annette Taranto,
Chrichan Larson
“À une raison”
Coming from a perpetual, you
are moving towards the ubiquitous. We are constantly in the
contemporary. How do we handle the past, our individual and
collective history? Our collective
legacy and memory, how does it
affect us? Does collective guilt
exist? What intentions do our
actions carry and what is the
role of our experiences? What
are the expectations? This performance does not tell a story.
It exists in the gap between
the structure of simplification
and the chaos of reality. The
cast have given themselves a
mathematically created template of boundaries. The music
has become a movement in the
choreography and the dance
an instrument in a chamber
music ensemble. The prerequisites for the work method
that choreographer/dancers
and composer/musicians give
up control over their function
in the creative process and let
themselves be directed by the
template and by each other.
(Choreography: Anna
Källblad. Music: Chrichan
Larson. Performed by Anna
Källblad, Annette Taranto, Ivo
Nilsson, Kerstin Frödin, Chrichan
Larsson. Light design: Karl
Svensson. Dramaturgical advice:
Christine Fentz.)
May 20 – 22, 2011

Balettakademien
“Vart är vi snart?”
The next generation of danc-
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ers from Balettakademien
are presented.
(Choreography: Jeanette
Bolding, Moa Hanssen,
Charlotte Johanson, Eytan
Sivak, Anna Ståhl, Val Suarez,
Åsa N Åström. Light & sound:
Tobias Hallgren, Katti Alm.
Coordinator: Jeanette
Bolding. Artistic Leader
and Rector: Jan Åström).

out a pulse of sound that passes
through skin. Not only can you
see if your neighbors are sick,
or pregnant, or hungry but
you can also watch the flow
of blood, see the accelerated
beating of the heat, observe
tightness in the diaphragm,
and tension in the muscles.”
(Choreography: Zoë Poluch,
Valentina Desideri.)

May 22 – 24, 2011

Juli Reinartz &
Liz Waterhouse
“One On One”
“One On One” inverses the
process of dramatization.
Instead of framing action with
music and light, it speculates on
music and light of an existing
piece and works on the interpretation of the effects. We
become agents and material
of circumstances and invent
sensations, develop backwards,
invert calculating, embody
effects and dig deep into having
no cause. We imitate procedures of financial speculation
a bit too literally and recapture them for choreography.
Betting movement on movement, we have to maneuver
through the sound and light
drama as well as the body of
speculation that we set out.
(Choreography: Juli
Reinartz, Liz Waterhouse.
Performed by Linnea
Martinsson.)

DOCH Master
Students
in Choreography
present “Ok Shows
Kids Returns”
The choreography master
students of DOCH invite you to
a week of hypnotic magic and
wild sincerity. These are the
spring shows. Spread out over
three venues and six days at
MDT, DOCH and Konsthall  C.
This is what bread can feel
like. Hot out of the oven and
just the smell wakes you up.
Kim Hiorthøy & Ilse
Ghekiere “Burn Your Fun”
Most people ask, what’s the
piece about. I say, I play piano
with two hands. And there is
a song. And then I tell some
jokes. Each thing is a model of
something else. The model is
not the same as the thing, but
you can’t just learn the lines
and not fall over the furniture.
(Choreography: Kim
Hiorthøy, Ilse Ghekiere.
Performed by Ilse Ghekiere.)
Zoë Poluch &
Valentina Desideri
“So What”
A soft male voice with an
impeccable British accent:
“Imagine you are a dolphin.
Your family and friends fill your
world. With nowhere to hide,
no land to defend, no objects
to grasp, whales focus on
each other. Imagine living in a
society as rich and layered in
feeling as the human world is
in ideas. Sense, for a moment,
that you are gliding through
a three dimensional space
with no barriers. You are able
to see through the eyes of the
people around you, all at once.
Imagine that you can access
knowledge not only about the
external world, but about the
interior world as well. Think of
an ultrasound: sound waves
travel through skin. You send

Uri Turkenich
“The Authentic Ludvig”
How can you perform a body
without a political image or a
political intention? At any rate,
you have one (or several). In
a certain respect an image or
a political intention is already
there, it is preexistent. The
moment you try to remove it
you produce another one. At any
rate you make one, you cannot
produce without making one.
And it awaits you, you cannot
escape it, already confirmed
and repeated if you perform it,
taken for granted if you don’t.
This is reassuring because you
always have something to
fight, there’s always a certain
resistance as a result of the
existence of the image. On it
you can fight — and are fought.
On it you produce — and are
produced. It is non-production
as well as production. It is an
idea or a concept but also a
practice, a set of practices.
(Choreography: Uri
Turkenich. Performed by Ludvig
Daae.)

May 27 – 29, 2011

DOCH Bachelor
Programme in
Dance Performance
presents —
Nadja Hjorton
“40 minuter”
The BA students at the
University of Dance and Circus
(DOCH) together with Nadja
Hjorton and Chrisander Brun,
have worked with a performance practice for the past
4 weeks that develops their
capacities to sense and work
with the reactions and relationships that this brings about. It
practices being an open, accessible and multi-perceptive entity. By constantly, through the
entire work, insisting on practicing instead of rehearsing, they
want to move the focus from
a more traditional entrance to
choreography and dance (how
something looks or is interpreted) to the experience, the
exploration and the potential.
Örjan Andersson
“Front”
Örjan Andersson presents a
phrase to the BA students at
DOCH, which they perceive
as “jazzy”. They examine the
phrase further, seeing each
other while perceiving the
moment of movement, all the
while knowing what the other
members of the group are experiencing. The aim is for the choreography to evolve into a space
where the spectator can share
and cherish the experience.
May 30 – Jun. 19, 2011

Björn Säfsten in
residence
Focusing on the examination
of movement as an ambivalent
language, constructing methods
for each new artistic endeavor,
Björn Säfsten, choreographer
and dancer, shines new light on
the human body in a context of
movement. In constant search
for a method, he uses limitations as a portal to examine his
own artistic inheritance and
to comment on the discourses
that he works within. Since his
debut piece “The adaptation”
created in residence in Alcalá
de Henares, Madrid (2006),
Säfsten and his collaborative
artistic team haDs made several
productions together. In 2009
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Björn was awarded the Cullberg
price. His piece “Corduroy”
opened at Dansens Hus in
2010 and is 2011 reconfigured
at Magasin 3 in Stockholm.
Jun. 13 – 19, 2011

Arena Baubo
in residence
Arena Baubo was founded
in 2006 as a platform for
experimental performance art.
Currently, Arena Baubo consists
of a team of three artistic directors: Kajsa Wadhia, dancer and
choreographer; Katja Seitajoki
(FI), mime and director; Maria
Stiernborg, scenographer.
Jun. 13 – 26, 2011

Dansdemo in residence
Five young unestablished choreographers: Sanna Blennow,
Magdalena Isaksson, Astrid
Menasanch, Zacharias Blad and
Erika Nykvist, explore purpose
and intention during their
residency. What do they want
to convey and why stage it?
Dansdemo is a youth oriented
project initiated by MDT in 2009.
Jun. 20 – 30, 2011

John Moström &
Halla Ólafsdóttir in
residence
John Moström works as a
performer/choreographer and
as an architect. He is educated at the Royal Swedish
Ballet school and KTH. He has
worked with several dance
companies and choreographers in Sweden and Europe.
Halla Ólafsdóttir (IS) participated in the master program
Mychoreography by Mårten
Spångberg at DOCH (2008–
2010). In 2010 she has been
touring her piece “It’s definitely
the spiritual thing” in Europe.
She worked as a choreographer
and dancer with Dorte Olesen’s
“The Bad The Good The Ugly”.
Jun. 20 – Jul. 1, 2011

Sebastian Lingserius
in residence
Sebastian Lingserius is educated at the Swedish Royal
Ballet School and freelance
as dancer and choreographer. He attended the master program in choreography
at DOCH headed by Mårten
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Spångberg. In 2011 Sebastian
created “Ofas” in collaboration with Weld in Stockholm.

Peterhoff and Kristiina Viiala,
with a record released on
Smalltown Supersound in 2010.

Jun. 20 – Jul. 1, 2011

Jul. 11 – 24, 2011

Alexander Gottfarb
in residence

Andros Zins-Browne
in residence

Alexander Gottfarb graduated from Balettakademien in
Stockholm in 2003 and in the
same year he joined the youth
company X.ida in Linz, Austria.
Since then he has been working
as a dancer with companies i.e.
Tanzcompanie Gervasi, En-Knap
(Iztok Kovač) and Roderich
Madl. He joined Liquid Loft in
2006 for the “Posing Projects”.
As a choreographer he has created pieces i.e. “Baga-Basta”
(together with Milan Tomášik).
“Marvel at the World” a solo
created for imagetanz /brut
wien in 2009 and the “Political
Movements” premiered in
2010. Further he is part of The
Loose Collective an Austrian
based collective consisting
of international performers
and performance makers.

Andros Zins-Browne (US)
was born in 1981 in New York
City. He moved to Brussels in
2002 to attend P.A.R.T.S. and
graduated in 2006 with five
works, several of which he still
performs. Since then he has
created “Second Life” (2008), a
piece with elderly people over 70
years old; “Neverland” (2008), a
hologram video installation with
a professional Michael Jackson
impersonator; “The Host”
(2010). Andros is an associated
artist at WP Zimmer, Antwerp
and in the fine art research
department at the Jan Van
Eyck Academy in Maastricht.

Jul. 5 – 15. 2011, 2011

The House of Bertha is a
Brussels-based contemporary dance collective, created by four artists from four
different countries: Jakub
Truszkowski (PL), Beniamin
Boar (RO), Marta Coronado
(ES) and Liza Penkova (SE).
The work of the House of
Bertha focuses on analyzing
the mechanisms and trends
emerging in the modern society,
and converts the conclusions of
those observations into a language of movement and physical interaction. In their last work
they are intrigued by the ways
we, as a society communicate,
how it is shaping our identity
and the perception of ourselves.

Heine Avdal & Yukiko
Shinozaki in residence
Heine R. Avdal (NO) is a
choreographer and Yukiko
Shinozaki (JP) is a choreographer and a dancer based in
Brussels. Together with media
artist Christoph De Boeck (BE)
they run Deepblue, a production structure for performance,
dance, music, video and
installation work. They visited
Göteborgs Dans & Teater Festival
2010 with “Field Works — Office”.
Jul. 11 – 15, 2011

Lisa Östberg & Kim
Hiorthøy in residence
Lisa Östberg is a choreographer,
dancer, writer and director.
She’s been involved in a wide
variety of projects in various
capacities, from writing and
producing a feature film to acting and performing in musicals.
Kim Hiorthøy (NO) is a
graphic designer and musician. He is graduating with a
master’s degree in choreography at DOCH in Stockholm 2011.
They have worked together
on numerous occasions, for
example the music project
“Drivan”, together with Louise

Jul. 14 – 31, 2011

House of Bertha
in residence

Jul. 17, Jul. 24, 2011

House of Bertha
workshop for children
“New Movers”
A workshop of creative dance
dedicated to kids between six
and twelve years old with Marta
Coronado of House of Bertha.
Children will be challenged
to free their minds in order to
be able to free their bodies.
The class will be orientated to
give them a chance to canalize their energy and to suggest them tools to control it
or let it out depending of the

intensity of their moves. We
will give a lot of importance
to classical and contemporary
music to create a good atmosphere, a universe of tones and
melodies that will bring their
creativity to another level.
Jul. 17, 2011

House of Bertha
workshop “We are all
dancers!”
A workshop in improvisation, open for everyone, with
Liza Penkova. Everyday we use
our body, running to catch
the bus, dressing up, finding
our way through a crowded
city. In this workshop we will
explore the world of movement through some simple
improvisation tasks and games
that will bring out the dancer
from deep inside of us.
Jul. 18 – Aug. 7, 2011

Lesley in residence
Lesley is a collaboration
between the artists: Attila
Antal (RS), Ulrika Berg, Ludvig
Daae, Ana Dublejevic (RS),
Eliisa Erävalo (FI), Katharina
Merschel (DE), Claudia
Schwartz (DE), Rebecka
Stillman and Louise Tanato
(UK). The group came together
while attending ENPARTS
Campus Arts Workshop 2010 at
the Bitef Teatar in Belgrade.
Jul. 25 – Aug. 5, 2011

Amanda Apetrea &
Halla Ólafsdóttir
in residence
Amanda Apetrea is dancer
and choreographer based in
Stockholm. She has an MA from
DOCH. In 2004 she co-founded
the ÖFA-collective, which is
a feminist performance art
collective with 22 members.
Amanda has co-created and
performed in “VGTP!”, “ÖFA:
Vårkonsert”, “The lesbian and
philosofie” and “ÖFA: Butler”
at venues such as Arvika
Festival, Biennale in Lund,
QueerQultfestivalen, Ficks
at F12, EuroPride, Paradiso
Festival, Elverket, Uppsala
Stadsteater and Riksteatern.
Halla Ólafsdóttir (IS) is
based in Sweden working as
dancer and choreographer. In
2010 she has been touring her
piece “It’s definitely the spiritual
thing” in Europe. She was a

part of INPEX editorial team for
the production and making of
the book “The Swedish Dance
History” at the Impulstanz festival 2010. She recently worked
as a choreographer and dancer
with Dorte Olesen for the piece
“The Bad The Good The Ugly”.

with a dance theatre version of
the H.C. Andersen piece ”The
little mermaid” for Dramaten
in Stockholm and music for a
new film by Simon Kaijser da
Silva ”Stockholm East” that
premieres in the fall 2011.

Jul. 27, 2011

Peder Bjurman & Leif
Jordansson work in
progress showing

House of Bertha
open rehearsal
During their second creation
phase of the piece “White
Noise”, an examination of
the progressive standardization of our lives in modern
society, the House of Bertha
holds two open rehearsals.
The work of House of Bertha
focuses on analyzing the mechanisms and trends emerging in
the modern society, and converts the conclusions of those
observations into a language
of movement and physical
interaction. In their last work
they are intrigued by the ways
we, as a society communicate,
how it is shaping our identity
and the perception of ourselves.
Jul. 30, 2011

House of Bertha
end of residency
presentation
Aug. 8 – 14, 2011

Peder Bjurman &
Leif Jordansson
in residence
Peder Bjurman is a freelance
writer and director. He provided the original idea for “The
Far Side of the Moon” directed
and performed by Robert
Lepage. The play was turned
into a feature film, selected
for the Academy Awards 2002.
Bjurman directed and designed
“Doktor Glas” at the Vasa
theatre in Stockholm. He is
working on a new piece with
Lepage devised for a network
of circular venues in Europe,
called “The 360 Network”.
Leif Jordansson is a composer, sound artist, musician
and performer. He has been
writing music for theatre, ballet
and film in Sweden, Norway,
Italy, USA, and Great Britain and
worked with directors such as:
Kajsa Giertz, Linus Fellbom, Mick
Gordon, Ted Shank, Patrick King.
Recently, Jordansson worked
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Aug. 14, 2011

At the end of Peder and Leif’s
residency, they will host a work
in progress showing of “Grow in
the dark” — a self-playing piece
of theatre, where the musical
score is conducted by a mouse
and the audience becomes the
performers of their own play. As
the text and music is randomly
composed, each performance
becomes a unique and individual experience, never to be
repeated. The creative team
wishes to explore the theatrical
context, using the classical rules
of expectation and dramatic
convention. By introducing
stochasticity as a key element, a playful and game like
structure is built, eventually
ending in a play. A performance
piece on autonomy, manipulation, individuality and collec
tiveness, asking the central
question: Who controls what I
am expected to experience?
(Concept and Text: Peder
Bjurman. Concept and Music:
Leif Jordansson. Sound design
and Interactive system: Johan
Adling. Light design: Tobias
Hallgren.)
Aug. 26 – 27, 2011

Xavier Le Roy “Le
Sacre du Printemps”
Observing the Berlin Philhar
monic during a rehearsal of “Le
Sacre du Printemps” in 2003,
Xavier Le Roy decided to work
on Stravinsky’s classic from an
interest in the movements of
conducting. Having no musical
training, Le Roy ventured into a
laborious process of studying a
conductor’s interpretation as if it
were a choreography of its own.
An inversion of cause and
function unfolds: the gestures
and the movements that are
meant to prompt musicians to
play appear at the same time
to be produced by the music
they are supposed to produce.
When is one playing and
when is one being played by

this highly motile music? What
is the moment before and after
the sound, the movement, the
intention to move, the motorics of the play? How much
is our pleasure in listening to
music rise in live performance
conducted by a desire for, and a
trouble about, the synchronicity
of a well-functioning machine?
There are as many bodies as there are different roles
and perspectives in listening: what hears the musician,
the conductor or the spectator when hearing as a result
becomes part of an embodied,
inevitably visceral experience
of movement and sound?
(Concept and performance:
Xavier Le Roy. Sound Design:
Peter Boehm. Recording:
Berliner Philharmoniker
conducted by Sir Simon Rattle.
Collaborators: Berno Polzer,
Bojana Cvejic. Management/
Organisation: Alexandra
Wellensiek. Production: in situ
productions (DE) and Le Kwatt
(FR). Coproduction: Centre
chorégraphique national
de Montpellier LanguedocRoussillon, Les Subsistances
(Lyon), Tanz im August
(Berlin), PACT Zollverein
Choreographisches Zentrum
NRW (Essen). Supported by The
national performance network
funded by the German Federal
Cultural Foundation as part of
Dance Plan Germany.)
Aug. 27, 2011

Krõõt Juurak
“Scripted Smalltalk”
“Scripted Smalltalk” focuses
on the theatrical moment, its
habits and mechanisms, as well
as the politics of relationship
between public, performers and
art work. The convergence of
the scripted, the performance
and the act of spectating
reflects Krõõt Juurak’s attempt
to grasp the situation of the
performance itself together
with the audience. The proposal
twists the double nature of the
so-called fishtank situation
that occurs in every participatory event, short-circuiting the
possibility of interpretation by
lending the spectator her own
thoughts, while at the same
time drifting thought processes
into trivial and confusing areas,
forcing the viewer to make up
their own minds in terms of
distribution of power. Juurak’s
simple yet utterly complex pro-

posal dislocates performance
in respect of contemporary
modes of production in a way
that makes it visible as such.
It is an utterance that only the
spectators as a collaborate
entity can make successful.
(Choreography: Krõõt
Juurak. Co-production:
Tanzquartier Wien.)
Aug. 29 – Sep. 14, 2011

Salka Ardal Rosengren
in residence
Salka Ardal Rosengren is a
Swedish dance artist based in
Brussels. She started dancing
in Stockholm and continued
her studies in Brussels 2006
at P.A.R.T.S. (Performing Arts
Research & Training Studios)
where she graduated in 2010.
Sep. 10 – 11, 2011

The House of Bertha
“White Noise”
The performance “White Noise”
is set in a constantly changing
landscape, where the shape and
function of the minimalistic
stage continuously is altered
and where the objectives the
performers try to achieve keep
changing as well. In past decade we witnessed the proliferation of the communication
devices and services. Happily
embracing the new technologies
and means of exchanging information, it becomes increasingly more difficult to stay
uninfluenced by the knowledge
that is accessible to us every
day at the push of a button.
In “White Noise”, the House
of Bertha collective examines
the mechanisms and quality of communication that
occurs today and in what way
it influences who we are and
what we think. How our identity is altered by the volume
of information to which we
have access and whether the
increased quantity of shared
information results in better
quality of knowledge as well.
Based on the results of the
process, the collective forms a
micro society on stage using
the outcomes that communication or miscommunication
produced, and highlights the
impact it has on who they are
and who they are perceived.
The House of Bertha is a
newly formed collective consisting of four former dancers from

Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker’s
dance company Rosas.
(Created by Beniamin Boar,
Marta Coronado, Elisaveta
Penkova, Jakub Truszkowski.
Co-production: MDT. Supported
by Konstnärsnämnden,
Workspace Brussels, Charleroidanse, MDT, Polska Institutet
i Stockholm, Rumänska
kulturinstitutet i Stockholm.)
Sep. 17, 2011

Amanda Apetrea
& Halla Ólafsdóttir
presents “Beauty and
the Beast forever — a
workshock! Movement
is the key to love!”
Welcome to join us, Amanda
and Halla, for a day of work
with “Beauty and the Beast”.
Movement is the key to love.
We do yoga, reversed danceoke and then move on to
sing love songs. We will guide
you to your inner rockstar.
Bring your attitude, we bring
costumes and make up. If
you believe — together — we
will make it happen.
Like all choreographers
that have been around for
decades, the duo Apetrea/
Ólafdóttir has made their
share of mistakes, alienating
some of the old school fans
with some of their progressive
work with Mychoreography
i.e.“The Rite of Spring”
However, few choreographers in history have managed
to bring their live performance
to such high energy levels and
to continue to engage fans so
completely decade after decade. In a spectacular performance that will feature laser
shows, flames and impressive
dance and voice solos, the hot
veterans will melt the hearts of
the thousands of fans at MDT.
Sep. 23 – 24, 2011

Amanda Apetrea &
Halla Ólafsdóttir
“Beauty and the
Beast”
Is it a dance? Is it a show? Is it
a play? Is it a band, a concert?
Forget minimalism and everything you know about good
taste. It is life and death. It is
love. It’s a place were beauty
meets beast in a world were
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everything is possible. Forget
Madonna, Prince, Elvis, Beyoncé,
Whitney and Britney. Halla
and Amanda never needed
their lastnames and now they
take on the greatest mononymes in dance history and
blow you away. You’ll want to
lean forward and then back in
your chair. You feel safe, but
you know that you are part of
something dangerous. They
don’t do hatred and contempt,
they use love as a weapon.
Amanda Apetrea is dancer
and choreographer based in
Stockholm. She has an MA from
DOCH. In 2004 she co-founded
the ÖFA-collective, which is
a feminist performance art
collective with 22 members.
Amanda has co-created and
performed in “VGTP!”, “ÖFA:
Vårkonsert”, “The lesbian and
philosofie” and “ÖFA: Butler”
at venues such as Arvika
Festival, Biennale in Lund,
QueerQultfestivalen, Ficks
at F12, EuroPride, Paradiso
Festival, Elverket, Uppsala
Stadsteater and Riksteatern.
Halla Ólafsdóttir (IS) is
based in Sweden working as
dancer and choreographer. In
2010 she has been touring her
piece “It’s definitely the spiritual
thing” in Europe. She was a
part of INPEX editorial team for
the production and making of
the book “The Swedish Dance
History” at the Impulstanz festival 2010. She recently worked
as a choreographer and dancer
with Dorte Olesen for the piece
“The Bad The Good The Ugly”.
(Created and performed
by Halla Ólafsdóttir, Amanda
Apetrea. Featuring: Lisen Rosell.
Master of Light: Chrisander
Brun. Opening act: Emma
Tolander, Jessyka WatsonGalbraith.)
Sep. 28 – Oct. 2, 2011

“Special Issue” — The
Double Lecture Series
A performance and lecture
series with Xavier Le Roy,
Christine De Smedt, Eleonor
Bauer, Mårten Spångberg and
Mette Ingvartsen at MDT.
Does dance and choreography have a place in the
knowledge society? Are these
practices that operate in parallel with so-called cognitive
capitalism? Can performative
practices produce specific kinds
of knowledge or even disrupt
established modes of knowledge

production and issue alternative forms of experience?
Five evenings with related
seminar program, where
meetings between movement
and production of knowledge
will be explored in relation to
representation and expression. Dance in the first place
in respect of production of
knowledge in front of, or in
conjunction with the spectator,
i.e. in and through experience.
Five internationally
renowned choreographers
will present their perspectives view on what has been
called “performative discursive dispositives”, a still
weak style that emerged in
tandem with phenomena
such as artistic research and
practice-based choreography.
The audience will meet
Xavier Le Roy disguised as a
butoh dancer in “Product of
Other Circumstances”, a work
that through an open form
exposes the choreographer’s
personal approach. Be part
of Eleanor Bauer’s hysterical
attack on a kind of “imperialism of expression” and
Mårten Spångberg’s extremely
choreographed lecture format. Mette Ingvartsen use
imagination and description
to extract autonomous materials and Christine De Smedt
will approach the heart of the
matter through an (auto)portrait derived from interviews.
For each evening, the
choreographers have invited an
autonomous voice that in the
form of a lecture will replicate,
comment, continue, listen to
the performances and to speak
from their own discipline. Art
historian Kai van Eikels, Julian
Reid, professor of political
theory, Pierre Rubio, philosopher
active in Brussels and others
are not only offered a space
for reflection but are further
invited to approach the lecture
format as kind of choreography.
(Curated by Mette
Ingvartsen & Mårten Spångberg.
Supported by Swedish Research
Council, DOCH, MDT. Informed
by Édition spéciale, les
laboratoires d’aubervilliers.)
Sep. 28, 2011
Xavier Le Roy “Product of
Other Circumstances
Starting with a late night
moment of megalomania
that unfortunately somebody
remembered Product of Other
Circumstances is Xavier Le Roy’s

latest attempt to traverse the
territory of dance and choreography. This time in the form
of a performance, resonating
of his legendary “Product of
Circumstances” (1999), but
this time, instead of starting with his on biography, he
proceeds from a position of
exile. For two hours the audience follows Le Roy on a journey
into Butoh, a form of dance
that he approaches as an
amateur yet as a professional
in the field of choreography
Lecture with Kai Van Eikels
“What does Xavier Le Roy
make easier for me?”
What does Xavier Le Roy make
easier for me? What does he
make easier for you? Does any
of this make revolution any
easier for any of us? Or is there
an easier way than revolution to change what should be
changed in this world? Can we
learn to change the world in
our spare time? Or should we
do it during working hours?
Sep. 29, 2011
Christine De Smedt
“Untitled 4 — Jonathan
Burrows”
Interview could be understood
as a shared or a sharing of perspective. A particular mode of
coming together, not in respect
of two becoming one but rather
as two becoming a third, an
autonomous entity that belongs
to no one. Christine De Smedt
has in a series of works taken on
this third entity in an attempt
to continue its autonomy or
alien-capacity as a way of
uncover her own idiosyncrasies, paradoxes, expropriations as well as those of dance
as such. In Untitled 4 her
object of study, or the object
studying the choreographer is
Jonathan Burrows, who, as we
shall see, has a few skeletons
hidden away in his closet.
Lecture with Olav
Wesphalen
Sep. 30, 2011
Mårten Spångberg
“Spangbergianism”
Lecture as a form of performance, well known.
Performance utilizing the
lecture form, well know. Beyond
what starts dramatization,
beyondessence dark-matter
and then Spangbergianism.
Mårten Spångberg has
through an endlessly repeated

oral-campaign developed a
highly specific form of communication, not exactly a
conventional dialogue but
something that best could be
described as a satanic mutation between stand-up comedy and Max von Sydow.
Lecture with Julian
Reid “Curious Orange,
Paranoid”
An interdependency formulated
on the basis of a binary opposition between the state and
the nomad, between the army
and war-machines has with
contemporary liberal regimes
been obliterated. The schizophrenic trick has likewise been
incorporated in the expansive
quest of capital. It’s time for
curious orange, paranoid.
Oct. 1, 2011
Mette Ingvartsen
“Thoughts For the Future”
Imagination, speculation and
description, three differently
politically charged modes of
address, are in this presentation
used to develop ideas in front
of an audience. The spectator is not directly participating in the performance but is
never the less playing an active
role in the encounter. Ideas
around artificial nature, catastrophic constructions and the
autonomy of object are being
processed through talking,
gesturing and moving. Speech
and physical actions are given
the same value, while being
used to materialize the first
ideas of a future performance.
Lecture via Skype direct
from Kuala Lumpur with
Resa Negarestani
Oct. 2, 2011
Eleanor Bauer “STC: Severe
Tripping in Context / SpaceTime Continuum”
STC consists of a series of
scores, studies and practices
related to Bauer’s research
from but not limited to her
most recent creations. It’s a
cabaret cooking show, magic
psychic disco parliament
with nonhumans. Bauer will
sing an Affective Medley of
Made-Up Ballads, give the a
recipe for (and cook for us) a
Sensation-Image Marble Cake,
disappear into the Space-Time
Continuum, render physical a
series of Thought Forms, and
serenade the inanimate in a
series of Matter Monologues.
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STC promises some Seriously
Technical Charisma.
Lecture with Pierre
Rubio “Spellbindingspellbreaking”
“Spellbindingspellbreaking”
captures alchemical processes
at work in the production of
affects generated by ideas,
reticulating magical key-points
in particular instants and positions. Let’s move out stunning paralysis and definitively
resolve the infernal alternatives of representation versus
experience. Make your own
truth, and as Madonna once
said: “die another day”.

story of Echo and her beloved
Narcissus — story about being
seduced by the surface, afraid
of being yourself and the
enchantment of the corrected
self-image. Pacific! is the sunkissed, blissed-out baby of Bjorn
Synneby and Daniel Hogberg.
Pacific! released their album
“Narcissus” last autumn.
“Narcissus” is presented by Atalante in a
touring collaboration with
Dansstationen and MDT.
(Choreography: Olof
Persson. Performed by Rebecca
Evanne, Lina Räftegård. Music:
Pacific! Feat. El Perro del Mar.
Costume design: Diana Orving.)

Sep. 30 – Oct. 2, 2011

Oct. 10 – 16, 2011

Peder Bjurman
& Leif Jordansson
“Grow in the dark”

Salka Ardal Rosengren
in residence

“Grow in the dark” is a selfplaying piece of theatre, where
the musical score is conducted
by a mouse and the audience
becomes the performers of their
own play. As the text and music
is randomly composed, each
performance becomes a unique
and individual experience, never
to be repeated. The creative
team wishes to explore the theatrical context, using the classical rules of expectation and
dramatic convention. By introducing stochasticity as a key
element, a playful and game
like structure is built, eventually
ending in a play. A performance
piece on autonomy, manipulation, individuality and collec
tiveness, asking the central
question: Who controls what I
am expected to experience?
(Concept and Text:
Peder Bjurman. Concept
and Music: Leif Jordansson.
Sound design and Interactive
system: Johan Adling. Light
design: Tobias Hallgren.
Supported by Statens Kulturråd,
Stockholms Kulturförvaltning,
Kulturbryggan.)
Oct. 8, 2011

Atalante presents
Pacific! feat. Maja
Gödicke & Olof
Persson “Narcissus”
The pop-not-pop duo Pacific!
have invited El Perro del Mar
and choreographer Olof Persson
with two dancers to interpret the music in the timeless

Salka Ardal Rosengren is a
Swedish dance artist based in
Brussels. She started dancing
in Stockholm and continued
her studies in Brussels 2006
at P.A.R.T.S. (Performing Arts
Research & Training Studios)
where she graduated in 2010.
Oct. 11 – 12, 2011

Jefta van Dinther, DD
Dorvillier, Frédéric Gies
“The Blanket Dance”
The true mystery of the
world is the visible, not the
invisible. — Oscar Wilde
We’ve made this dance
for you to see it. As we make
our rounds along the periphery of the space nothing is left
untouched. The lights, our bodies, the sound, you, the objects,
are all mutually affected. “The
Blanket Dance” addresses a
proliferating curiosity about
touch, and about how form
itself can be content. We see
how the reach of touching
produces a movement, and
how this movement reveals
unexpected affinities, images,
and meanings. In “The Blanket
Dance” touch behaves and
misbehaves, in making sense
and non-sense. We see how it
animates the inanimate and
turns the most concrete things
into the softest of matters.
Jefta van Dinther is a
choreographer and dancer
working between Amsterdam,
Stockholm and Berlin. Jefta
grew up in Sweden, after which
he moved to the Netherlands
and graduated from the

Amsterdam School of the Art in
2003. His previous performance
“Kneeding” — a choreography
for three men — premiered in
Amsterdam in 2010. In 2009
he made the quintet “The Way
Things Go” — a slowly moving
sculpture of cause and effect.
Together with Mette Ingvartsen
he created the performance
“It’s in the Air”. Apart from
dancing in his own performances Jefta also performs
in the works of others. He is
currently still working and
touring with performances by
Mette Ingvartsen, Xavier Le Roy
and Ivana Muller. He has been
engaged as a performer with
various other choreographers
including Frédéric Gies, Keren
Levi, Leine/Roebana, Pere Faura,
Carolien Hermans, Martin
Butler and Inari Salmivaara.
DD Dorvillier is a choreographer, dancer, and teacher from
New York. Through her company, human future dance corps,
she has produced many works,
presenting them in the US,
Europe, Asia, and Latin America.
She has also taught worldwide
in state and private institutions, festivals, and schools.
Recent collaborative projects
include: “Piece Sans Paroles”
with Anne Juren and Annie
Dorsen, “RMW(A) & RMW” with
Jennifer Monson and “Anarchive
#2: Secondhand” with Deuffert/
Plishke. She has received two
Bessies for her quartet “Dressed
for Floating” and for her performance in “Parades & Changes”
directed by choreographer Anne
Collod. Dorvillier maintains ongoing artistic partnerships with
Composer Zeena Parkins, and
Lighting Designer Thomas Dunn.
She has worked with many artists such as: Sarah Michelson,
Jennifer Lacey, Yvonne Meier,
Jonathan Bepler, and Karen
Finley, among others. She is
a recipient of the prestigious
Foundation for Contemporary
Arts Fellowship and was a
New York Foundation for the
Arts Choreography Fellow.
Her newest project “Danza
Permanente” will permiere at
STUK in Leuven, Belgium in 2012.
Frédéric Gies, born in
France, lives and works in Berlin.
After studying ballet and contemporary dance, he worked
with various French choreographers, before moving to Berlin
in 2004. He is co-initiator of
the collective Praticable. He
creates his pieces alone or in
collaboration with other artists,
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Danjel Andersson
THE MERGING OF DANCE AND THEATER
There is a new development in the dance field. A merger of
dance and theater. If you look at the performances of 2011
there is a tendency you cannot overlook, a novelty that spring
out of the Conceptual Dance movement. The Conceptual
Dance has since the nineties reshaped the dance scene. It has
moved from a movement-based dance into a field where you
rather talk about choreographic strategies than form — moving
bodies in time and space. In this Conceptual Dance movement
all tendencies of illusion, fiction or theatricality was put aside.
You would rather talk about the essence of dance — the idea
of dance. They would reflect upon the dance tradition and
on what choreography can do. It was not so important what
form the investigations had, but it is very critical that they
remain in their tradition — especially in theory. It is highly
important that they can be placed, reflected upon, within
a tradition, (which they may contradict). XAVIER LE ROY’s
“LE SACRE DU PRINTEMPS” as an example loses its edge if
not presented in a dance context — as dance. The performed
conductor outside the dance context is just a funny anecdote.
Viewed as choreographic structure it is a highly critical and
sharp analysis of dance. The Conceptual Dance movement
is carried by the likes of XAVIER LE ROY, JÉRÔME BEL, MÅRTEN
SPÅNGBERG or ESZTER SALAMON.

1 Of course I cannot talk about one
kind of theater. There are many ideas
of what theater is. I am referring to the
broad concept of what theater can be.

2 The last few years, especially in
the Swedish scene, we have seen the
theatrical strategies in dance — the
entering of a choreographic research
on a specific topic. Just like most
theater productions do, (they may be
text based, built around a pre-existing
text or scripted through workshops, what
sometimes is called devised theater).
This is still the same kind of research as
the Dance Theater did. I am thinking
about the many feministic productions
by Malin Hellkvist Sellén or Dorte Olesen.
They want to reach out. They want
something — other than dance.

← Mette Ingvartsen & Guillem de Mont
Palol “All the way out there…”
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There are many ways of using elements of the theater1 as a
tools in dance pieces. And I am not talking of the obvious,
the legendary Dance Theater of PINA BAUSCH (or perhaps
of MATS EK). This movement took in theatricality and
characters into a narrative and added it to choreography. A
meeting of dance and theater. But what I am seeing now is
a deepening — an essential blend. Where the idea of dance mix
with the idea of theater. 2 This is going on everywhere not only
in MDT — but very much here.
In 2011 you could see this for example in the piece “ALL THE
WAY OUT THERE…” by METTE INGVARTSEN & GUILLEM DE
MONT PALOL where the pink characters on stage morphed
from screaming to laughing to crying and back again, or in
SIDNEY LEONI & LUÍS MIGUEL FÉLIX “WAR OF FICTIONS”,
or in JEFTA VAN DINTHER, DD DORVILLIER & FRÉDÉRIC GIES
“THE BLANKET DANCE” where the three performers related
to everything on stage as if it was alive and communicating.
Keywords here are fiction, illusion and character. The
performances stay choreography but they add structures from
the theater, still talking about and referring to the essence
of dance. The choreographers enhance the investigation
with elements such as fiction. In the LEONI/FÉLIX piece they
efficiently fooled us to experience manipulated realities. The

room is tilted; lights and smells are designed to mislead us.
In ROBIN JONSSON’s “SIMULATIONS” he breaks the fiction
with giggles or tears but all is part of a kind of meta-illusion.
The computer game characters come alive through staged
mistakes. The dancer is seen through the character. We get
a glimpse of “reality”, which is just another layer of fiction.
Also in MALIN ELGÁN’s latest piece we enter this fusion of
dance and theater with “TRÄSTYCKET”. Here the elements
of pantomime, found movements were imitated and became
post-modern dance. The audience sits in four groups all
around the five performers who seem to prepare a classical
concert. You can also see this transfer from movement to
character in BJÖRN SÄFSTEN’s performance “DISPLAY”.
In the dance tradition you talk about plasticity and not
character. It is almost as if the notion of character has been
forbidden. (Maybe because of the risk to be associated with
the pantomimes in the ballet). When two cowboys for no
apparent reason appear in “DISPLAY” and become a large part
of the ongoing investigation, as important as the props — and
the movements. I would say we enter a new paradigm
where dance and theater are not just coming closer in the
traditional way. But essentially, they are becoming the same.
This is an exciting time where new doors are opening. You
can see it in the breathtaking “BEAUTY AND THE BEAST” by
AMANDA APETREA and HALLA ÓLAFSDÓTTIR and in many
of the master students in “THE COMING BOOGIE-WOOGIE”.
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Sebastian Lingserius, Eric Ernestedt
Stina Nyberg, Andros Zins-Brown,
Markus Baldemar
18
Krõõt Juurak “Scripted Smalltalk”
Xavier Le Roy “Le Sacre du Printemps”
19
Stina Nyberg “The Environment”: Sophie
Augot, Tove Salmgren, Pontus Pettersson
Zoë Poluch “Example”

So it is not Dance Theater, it is still dance. But in a new way.
I’ll say it again. These are exciting times. 3
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3 As this is happening on stages
everywhere, the discussion in the dance
world seems to be concentrating on
the question what is dance? At MDT
we talk about Choreography, the reason
is that we want to focus on what the
artists are investigating. Not how
they move. If we are looking at the
movements as significant to dance
we might not see what they are trying
to say. In the statutes of MDT they
used the word Danskonst. This was to
differentiate dance as entertainment
and dance as an art form. This word
is not used anymore and means very
little today. Dance today is more than
ever associated with excellence through
TV-shows etc — even more now then in
the heydays of the ballet. So now we
really need to focus on choreographic
strategies rather than excellence. Look
at almost any performances at MDT
2011 and you would see urgency rather
than excellence.
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such as Alice Chauchat, Frédéric
de Carlo, Jefta van Dinther,
DD Dorvillier, Manuel Pelmus,
Bruno Pocheron, Isabelle Schad
and Odile Seitz. He also keeps
on dancing in pieces of other
choreographers, for example
Jefta van Dinther, Antonja
Livingstone, Petra Sabisch and
Isabelle Schad. He is regularly
invited to teach at HZT in Berlin,
DOCH in Stockholm and SNDO
in Amsterdam. His recent works,
such as “Dance”, “The breast
piece” in collaboration with
Alice Chauchat, and “Album”
have been presented in numerous theaters and festivals.
(Choreography and
Dance: Jefta van Dinther, DD
Dorvillier, Frédéric Gies. Music
and Sound Score: Jonathan
Bepler, Daniel Jenatsch.
Lighting Design: Minna
Tiikkainen. Technical Director:
Ruth Waldeyer. Production
Management: Christian
Modersbach. Co-produced
by Frascati Productions
(Amsterdam), HAU (Berlin),
Tanzquartier (Wien). Funded by
Hauptstadtkulturfonds (Berlin).
Supported by Fabrik (Potsdam),
Tanzplan Potsdam, CNDC
(Angers). Thanks to: Robert
Steijn, Kristine Slettevold,
Naiara Mendioroz Azkarate,
Sabine Prokhoris, Simon
Hecquet, Rodrigo Sobarzo de
Larraechea, Ulrike Melzwig.)
Oct. 14 – 16, 2011

Björn Säfsten
“Display”
The title “Display” refers both to
the obvious: presentation, exhibition, displaying. Which game
is played, what characters are
needed in the theatrical space?
What signal and symbols do we
use and represent? In “Display”
Björn Säfsten continues working closely with light designer
Susanna Hedin from SUTODA,
composer Victor Sáiz and set
designer Jovanna Remaeus
Jönson. A visual and audio-visual room is created for presentation of the movement material.
Focusing on the examination of movement as an
ambivalent language, constructing methods for each
new artistic endeavor, Björn
Säfsten, choreographer and
dancer, shines new light on the
human body in a context of
movement. In constant search
for a method, he uses limitations as a portal to examine his
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own artistic inheritance and
to comment on the discourses
that he works within. Since his
debut piece “The adaptation”
created in residence in Alcalá
de Henares, Madrid (2006),
Säfsten and his collaborative
artistic team has made several
productions together. In 2009
Björn was awarded the Cullberg
price. His last piece “Corduroy”
opened at Dansens Hus in
2010 and is 2011 reconfigured
at Magasin 3 in Stockholm.
(Choreography and
concept: Björn Säfsten.
Performed by Eric Ernestedt,
Sebastian Lingerius. Music:
Victor Sáiz. Set design:
Jovanna Remaeus Jönson.
Light design: SUTODA.
Choreography assistant: Anja
Arnquist. Co-produced by
Norrlandsoperan, Nordberg
Movement, MDT. Supported by
Kulturrådet, Stockholms stad.)

Gulbenkian. Supported by Weld,
Institut Français du Portugal,
Alkantara.)

Oct. 21 – 22, 2011

Sebastian Lingserius
in residence

Sidney Leoni
& Luís Miguel Félix
“War of Fictions”
A hunched figure is walking slowly in the distance.
A gust of wind brings
a smell that makes your
thoughts wander off.
When you look up next,
the figure seems closer.
You sense that there could
be other figures in this land, but
you can’t see them. The floor is
rocking softly beneath your feet.
One of the performers comes closer and
looks at your hands.
The room feels warmer.
Is it the thick, colored light
projected on your skin that
makes you feel this way?
The floor is cracking, opening holes in which figures keep
falling and then reappearing.
As if fictions were folding
and unfolding around you.
(Conceived and performed
by Sidney Leoni, Luís Miguel
Félix. Music and sound design:
Peter Lenaerts. Fragrance
design: Laurent-D. Garnier.
Light design & technical
support: Nick Symons. Advisor:
Manon Santkin. Co-production:
Jardin d’Europe/Cullberg
Ballet, MDT, Circular Festival,
WorkSpace Brussels. Funded by
Nordic Culture Point, Culture
Programme of the European
Union, the Swedish Arts
Grant Committee, Nordisk
Kulturfond, Fundação Calouste

Oct. 28 – 29, 2011

The Cullberg Ballet
present “In-house”
The Cullberg dancers create several new and varied choreographies and present them at MDT.
“In-house” is presented
within the frame of Cullberg
to come — Cullberg Ballet’s
focus on the next generation
dancers, choreographers and
audiences. To come includes
internships and co operations with dance educations.
(Choreography: Alexandra
Campbell, Adam Schütt, Andrea
Martini, Hanako HoshimiCaines, Shumpei Nemoto,
Johanna Lindh, Isaac Spencer.)
Oct. 31–Nov. 20, 2011

Sebastian Lingserius is educated at the Swedish Royal
Ballet School and freelance
as dancer and choreographer. He attended the master program in choreography
at DOCH headed by Mårten
Spångberg. In 2011 Sebastian
created “Ofas” in collaboration with Weld in Stockholm.
Nov. 6, 2011

DOCH presents
Vincenzo Carta
“Gnosis #1”
The body as a vehicle for
knowledge, in particular the
relation between movement,
perception and emotional
states are the central themes of
Vincenzo Carta’s new creation.
A system of EEG electrodes, placed on the head of
each of the four dancers, will
monitor their cerebral activity
in real time. The informations
are transferred to hardware
interfaces which are able to
decode four main emotional
states: meditation, frustration,
engagement and instant excitement. Four sounds and four
lights sources are controlled by
each of the four emotions of
the dancers. Using movement
to consciously work on their
emotional states, the dancers
have full control on any aspect
of the performance, they create

dance, music and light with
the power of their thoughts.
(Concept: Vincenzo Carta
+ Ongakuaw. Choreography:
Vincenzo Carta. Biotic
landscape: Ongakuaw.
Performed by Piet Defrancq,
Steve Paulet, Steven Michel,
Vincenzo Carta. Light design:
Hans Mayer. Costume: JeanPol Lespagnard. Co-produced
by Focus on art and science,
CDTM, STUK, KC NONA, De
Pianofabriek, Sostapalmizi,
Vlaamse Ghemeenschap.
“Gnosis 1” at MDT is organized
by DOCH as part of the Labo21
project. Labo21 is supported by
the Education, Audiovisual and
Culture Executive Agency.)
Nov. 11 – 12, 2011

MDT presents a
fine selection with
Ludvig Daae, Jolika
Sudermann, Alma
Söderberg, Lisa
Östberg & Maria
Öhman
A mini festival with a carefully
chosen sample representative
of MDT: Five artists, four pieces
and one tour — is it overkill? For
sure. The festival is presented
by MDT in a touring collaboration with Atalante in Göteborg
and Dansstationen in Malmö.
Jolika Sudermann &
Alma Söderberg
“A Talk”
What is the melody of a love
story? What rhythm is created
when we doubt or correct one
another? Do we dance differently when we talk about a checklist or tell each other secrets?
What does a silence say: the
moment between the words?
We all talk every day, about this
and that. Sometimes to communicate something that seems
important to us; sometimes
just to indulge in the sound
of our own voices. Lately, we
have been very closely observing and listening to conversations — ours and other people’s.
What we have encountered is
melody, gesture and rhythm. We
are more and more convinced
that when we meet to talk we
actually meet to sing and dance
to each other, to enter into a
playful game of language composition. We zoom into music
and dance and we extract the
failures, the many ruptures

that occur when we talk. All the
things that are part of language but that you won’t find
in a dictionary are what we pay
attention to. Sudermann and
Söderberg celebrate language
with childlike pleasure, constantly oscillating between sensuousness and sense-making.
(Concept, choreography
and performed by Jolika
Sudermann, Alma Söderberg.
Artistic advice: Igor Dobricic,
Martin Nachbar. Light design:
Erik Gramberg, Tilo Schwarz.
Production management:
Stephanie Lühn. Produced by
Hetveem theater Amsterdam.
Co-production: Zeitraumexit
Mannheim, FFT Düsseldorf.
Supported by Tanzfabrik Berlin.)
Ludvig Daae
“MM”
In “MM” Ludvig Daae performs
a virtual duet with himself.
Ludvig negotiates with and
relates to a projected self in
an artistic process where he
is the creator as well as the
performer. “MM” plays with how
the choreographer is present
during the performance and the
objectification of the dancer
on stage. As “MM” progresses,
new layers appear. The film gets
its own role as the language
of the film shows a display of
things that are impossible to
recreate live on stage. Movie
creator Joanna Nordahl’s voice
grows as the performance goes
on, and the artistic choices she
made while editing the film
gets more space. Is the movie a
part of the solo or a comment
on the solo, and in that case;
where are the borders of the
solo? Are both the film and the
live solo two halves of a whole?
From the two versions of the
same person, who do you relate
to the strongest? Is it possible
for the live solo to function on
its own, without the film, or
is it dependent on the film as
a commentary and filter? Are
things happening live for the
film to be able to comment on
it, or is the film commenting to
justify what is going on live?
Ludvig Daae is a Norwegian
dancer and choreographer
mostly working in Stockholm
and Brussels. Since he graduated from P.A.R.T.S. in 2008,
he has worked with Deborah
Hay, Company Thor, Susanne
Jaresand and Xavier Le Roy
among others, and his collaborative stage art group,
Ches:co. Ludvig’s own works
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have been presented at
Bâtard Festival, La Bellone,
Bærum Kulturhus, Vooruit,
Dansens Hus Oslo, Dansens
Hus Stockholm, Moderna
Museet and Rencontres
chorégraphiques Internationales
de Seine-Saint-Denis among
others. Ludvig is currently touring Europe with “Simulations”
by Swedish choreographer
Robin Jonsson, “Romantic
Afternoon” by German choreographers Sebastian Schulz and
Verena Billinger and “Lesley”,
a performance created by the
collaborative group of artist from across Europe.
(Concept, choreography &
performance: Ludvig Daae. Film
direction, DoP, editing & sound:
Joanna Nordahl. B-camera,
production assistance & press
photos: Karolina Bengtsson.
Sound recording: Martin
Lindström. Post: Johan Wik.
Electrician: Mattias Montero.
Music: Lune, John De Lira
Lindberg. Studio Queen:
Jenny Herrlin. Co-production:
Festival:display. Supported by
Art council Norway. Thanks to:
Moderna Museet, Daniel Réhn,
CCAP, Mjuklyx, Björn Säfsten,
Katti Alm.)
Maria Öhman & Lisa
Östberg “Paperwork”
A 4×5 meter large sheet of
80 newspaper spreads taped
together, a human and a film.
Paperwork transforms and
recycles the ordinary. Gathering
inspiration from the artist
Gabriel Orozco’s thoughts, that
all material already has a history, we are looking under the
surface for the new possibilities and opportunities to what
is considered given about the
object ”paper”. From the paper
mill in Braviken, to print, distribution and waste disposal, we
have met people working with
the newspaper as a physical
object. Paperwork is a poetic
journey, as well as a documentation of the Swedish industry.
Maria Öhman has worked
with dance and performing
arts for 15 years. She received
her early education from the
Royal Swedish Ballet School in
Stockholm. In Sweden, she has
worked in several continuous
collaborations with choreographers such as Cristina Caprioli,
Kajsa Giertz, Minna Krook,
Petter Jacobsson, Thomas
Caley and Rasmus Ölme.
Internationally, Maria has been
a member of Hans van den

Broeck’s group SOIT, based
in Belgium. She also works
with Sasha Waltz & Guests in
Berlin, currently touring the
piece ”Gezeiten”, recently
shown at BAM in New York.
Lisa Östberg, dancer, writer,
choreographer and director,
received her early education
from the Royal Swedish Ballet
School in Stockholm. She has
worked with musicals such as
“Mamma Mia” and a wide range
of contemporary dance and
theatre pieces in Sweden and
internationally. Most recently,
she has continued her collaboration with Gunilla Heilborn’s
ensemble for the performance
”Potatocountry”. Together with
Levan Akin, Lisa has written
the script for the feature film
”Katinka Kalas” and also acts
in one of the roles. The film premieres the 20 of January 2012
at Filmlance/Folkets bio. Lisa
has also participated in several
music projects, currently with
the band Drivan. This Autumn,
she will work as a screenwriter for Meter Television.
(Concept & performed
by Maria Öhman. Created by
Maria Öhman, Lisa Östberg.
Supported by The Swedish Arts
Grants Committee. Thanks to
KG Kyhlstedt, Hans Andersson
recycling; Pelle Carleson
& Tommy Eriksson, DNEX;
Per Inge Nilsson, Bravikens
pappersbruk; Frank Medina
& Tomas Österman, Pressens
morgontjänst; Mariafilialen;
Louise Peterhoff; Sakari
Paananen, Unestablished;
Marcus Palmqvist; Linda Adami;
Magnus Nordberg; Richard
Herold; Thomas Caley.)
Lisa Östberg
“Who Can Tell The Dancer
From The Dance?”
Six choreographers have created five short pieces. They
were each given ten hours to
create the works, then Lisa
Östberg and Maria Öhman
assembled them into a performance and pose the question:
Is it possible to separate the
dancer from the dance? This
time around, “Who Can Tell The
Dancer From The Dance?” is
performed by Henrik Vikman.
(Concept: Lisa Östberg.
Created by Lisa Östberg, Maria
Öhman. Performed by Henrik
Vikman. Choreography: Iréne
Hultman, Ludde Hagberg,
Petter Jacobsson & Thomas
Caley, Håkan Mayer, Cristina
Caprioli.)

Nov. 14 – 20, 2011

Kristine Slettevold
in residence
Kristine Slettevold is a
Norwegian dancer/choreographer in the field of contemporary dance in Sweden and
Norway. In 2008 she founded
her own company nat(t)
prod. and choreographed her
first solo piece ”Duality of
content”. Slettevold is Senior
lecturer in dance and head of
dance program at DOCH.
Nov. 14 – 20, 2011

Malin Hellkvist Sellén
in residence
Malin Hellkvist Sellén is a choreographer based in Stockholm,
Sweden. She got her training
at the University College of
Dance in Stockholm 1998–2001
and has since her graduation
worked on a freelance basis.
Since 2000 she has created several dance pieces, for example
“Projekt – Genusneutral armé
på uppdrag” (Project — Gender
neutral Army on a Mission),
“Dom ger tanken kropp” (They
Give Thought Body), “Kung
Kristina” (King Kristina) and
“Bättre folk” (Better People).
Nov. 25 – Dec. 2, 2011

Eliisa Erävalo & Kati
Korosuo in residence
Eliisa Erävalo is a Stockholm
based performer and choreographer. She studied dance and
choreography at the University
Collage of Dance in Stockholm
and Theatre Academy Helsinki
2006–2009. Eliisa is working with Guilherme Garrido
in a piece at HAU3 in 2012.
Eliisa is also performing in
Freddie Opoku-Addaie’s piece
“Absent Made Present” that
will premier in the Royal Opera
House in London March 2012.
Nov. 25 – 26, 2011

Sebastian Lingserius
“alt. org”
“alt. org” presents a set of
practices that all attempt to
re-imagine bodily construction. It is a dance towards the
inorganic. It is a place where
decomposed bodies collides and
new bodily organizations occurs.
In “alt. org” the audience

is led through a room that constantly transforms, pushing for
imaginary travels/significations.
The work is concerned with
how theoretical and physical
knowledge is produced and
experienced in an experimental process. Here, this is done
through superimposing different choreographic tools and
materials. Through the use of
scores and frameworks the
performers are occupied in a
process of how to circumnavigate and short-circuit always
reoccurring movement patterns. These processes will be
exhibited live on stage and
are part of the performance.
Sebastian Lingserius
attended the master program
in choreography at DOCH
headed by Mårten Spångberg.
Sebastian’s latest piece “Ofas”
(2011) was created in collaboration with Weld in Stockholm.
(Choreography: Sebastian
Lingserius. Performed by Ulrika
Berg, Love Källman, Josefin
Larsson Olin. Lighting design:
Johan Sundén. Illustration: 2
typer, Sepidar Hosseini & Moa
Schulman. Thanks to Allison
Ahl, Tommy Lexén. Supported
by Kulturrådet, Stockholms Läns
Landsting, Stockholms stad.)
Nov 30, Dec. 3 – 4, 2011

Malin Hellkvist Sellén
is at your service
Malin Hellkvist Sellén starts
a new choreographic at MDT.
On Wednesday and Sunday
two documentations of earlier
works will be shown each day.
During the Saturday event the
audience get the opportunity
to participate in individual
talks with the artist. 15 minutes
are yours and you choose the
topic. You can also come and
just hang around and watch
other people talk. We turn
Studio 1 into a nice “at your
service-space” with music, bar
and choreographic thoughts.
This new choreographic
process starts from the interest to meet you and the
idea of conversations and
thoughts as movement capital. If you want something
special from Malin Hellkvist
Sellén and her choreographic
work this is your chance.
She will be at your service.
Malin Hellkvist Sellén is
a choreographer based in
Stockholm, Sweden. She got
her training at the University
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College of Dance in Stockholm
1998–2001 and has since
her graduation created several dance pieces, for example
“Dom ger tanken kropp” (They
Give Thought Body), “Bättre
folk” (Better People), “Rosa
löften” (Pink Promises) and
“Inom rimliga gränser” (Within
reasonable limits). Hellkvist
Sellén’s recurring themes
has been body politics, critics, physical practice, identity
and a search for contexts in
which movement is justified.
Nov. 30, 2011

Middagsbjudningen
“Middagsbjudningen” is a
performative dinner party and
you are invited as our guest.
We welcome you who
define yourself as a woman
working within the cultural
sphere. Dine alongside your
colleagues and exchange
thoughts and knowledge.
During “Middagsbjudningen”
we examine the concept of
the room. How do you construct the room of your own?
“Middagsbjudningen” is
a fantasy about a contemporary realization of artist Judy Chicago’s work”The
Dinner Party”, initiated by
Andrea Berglund, Filippa
Hanzon, Louise Blad
and Maria Jennefelt.
Dec. 3, 2011

The Swedish Dance
History Final Editing
Day
Rome wasn’t built in a day,
The Swedish Dance History
episode 3 will be. Yes, we don’t
give up — you got the invitation — another one is under
conception and it’s a big
baby — another 1000 pages in
silver packaging. The procedure
is the same — everybody who
considers herself a dancer, choreographer or otherwise jumping around is invited to contribute with anything printable in
a book. It’s democracy on some
weird level — but at least a lot
of it. If you didn’t write anything amazing yourself — send
something you like, whoever
wrote it. We are generous, and
remorseless. So save the day,
block it in your Google Calendar,
cancel dinner with your dad,
tell the boy friend to give you a
f**ing break and get your well
trained, released, BMC-adopted,

amazing body to MDT and
Skeppsholmen — get down to
it and make this book legendary. This is your last chance to
put your mark on the book, of
putting your face, ass, dingagong or something else into the
mythology of that silver bible.
Or, dude, do you want us, like
the Inpex crew, to be in charge
of the myth. “–Don’t think
so...” no no “–Don’t think so!”
We meet at ten in the
morning and do twelve hours
of production, organization,
interviewing, hanging out, fiddle and fix, convincing, image
making, scanning, klipp och
klistra — and hey we thought
why not remix it with a kind of
home edited julbord — (är du
störd eller?). So bring it on — it’s
a one off once in a lifetime,
now or never, live the dream,
supermodel girl-friend, Robbie
Williams kind of day and we
need you. And if that was not
clear: during one day, 3/12, we
will fill the third volume of The
Swedish Dance History, and
whilst we do this, we offer you
something to eat and drink.
Dec. 8 – 17, 2011

DOCH Master
Students of
Choreography Present
“The Coming BoogieWoogie”
The Coming Boogie Woogie is a
series of shows, performances,
event and wonderful moments
presented by Mychoreography.
It’s not a festival exactly, certainly not a showcase and or
community we-are-all-together-thingy. It’s Mychoreography,
if you know what I mean? It’s
The Coming Boogie Woogie,
like a little bit like insurrection
but sexier and indoors, kind of
groovy but not like that, more
like crazy-with-your-knees
groovy. If this sounds vague,
it’s because it is, but if it makes
you happy it’s good cuz your so
invited to share “The Coming
Boogie-Woogie” with us at MDT.
After two years of battle, travel and hard work
seven master students in
choreography gives a week of
shows. All-new pieces as well
as re-mastered classic tracks
will chafe the air and singe
the mind. Catch a glimpse of
the boogie-woogie to come.
During the week the group
will also invade MDT with their

unmistakable flavor, mix up
performance with bar-talk,
party with techno-practice.
Evenings will be filled with
extraordinary encores and
the weekends topped with
two different kinds of durational experiences. There will
be shows, food, refreshments
and rumors say that somebody will sing a song and that
several people will make out.
Zoë Poluch
“As if”
Truth Claim #1: We create
meaning and vitality when
our do-ings are self-valorized
using self-determined criteria.
Truth Claim #2: We are
in the same space and time
and therefore fundamentally and necessarily affect
one another’s do-ings.
Truth Claim #3: The holy
trinity of authorship-spectatorship-objecthood is not a selfevident conceptual institution.
For the duration of two
weeks 4 artists will co-exist
during working hours in the
foyer of MDT, working alone
but in parallel on an experiment that responds, resists,
refutes, challenges, dismisses,
confirms a series of statements provided by Zoë Poluch.
This is not about public
space. This is public time. Free
from commodification and an
economy of scarcity we inhabit
public time as if it captured a
new order, any new order, yours,
hers, his, ours and mine. What
can we do, what will we do?
There are three rules: We
do not converse about what we
do / We do not leave the space
/ We do not use computers.
Does art-making, worldmaking, and specifically our
do-ings, glorify being in transit,
always on a way to the next, to
becoming another? Does this
kill our fantasies and indignations to care about construing a
work, a practice, a situation, a
world with a different order? We
will give life to a locality, while
questioning and de-emphasizing the temporary nature of
it. Well aware that there are
infinite ways to build and ever
infinite results of building we
will commit to the as if model
which is the basic logic of fiction. Our do-ings: our playing,
working, making, performing, eating, thinking, being,
dancing, reading, nothing, are
enacted as if they incarnated
a permanently other order.

Our public time is one of
discrete attentions, of simultaneous but solitary engageings. It is a time of common yet
heterogeneous purpose. There is
no transcendence. We are here,
particularly and specifically and
this is where we situate and
produce knowledge. Do we see
the aesthetics of decision making, specific to each artist or
the production of a fifth entity
that belongs to no one? Is this
work? Is this the beginning of
the future of ‘a work’, her, his,
ours or my work? Is this individualist communality? Is this
performance? Is this private?
What is public? Can the power
of naming, re-naming and unnaming what we do, thereby
unhinging identity, be used as a
tool to un-do what we know or
where we situate this knowledge? Do you have any questions? Feel warmly welcomed to
come and ask them or produce
their answers from November
28 to December 10 2011 at MDT.
(With and by Chrisander
Brun, Halla Ólafsdóttir, Zoë
Poluch, Jens Strandberg.)
Mychoreography
“The Coming BoogieWoogie”
Let’s turn to each other just to
feel it coming, and if it doesn’t
that’s also alright or we do it
again a bit. Open your canals,
all at the same time, to the
flow of intensity and listen to
the doing rather than saying.
Things rather than problems.
The Coming Boogie Woogie is a
way of being together without
centre, so not a collaboration
and definitely not democratic. If
its anything it’s like to practice equality, if it’s not just like
wearing a cap instead of something else. Not a too fancy hat,
in any case — more everyday and
just because because. Sometime
we have a conversation, that’s
when we don’t play some music
or make some sounds. It’s more
like doing something not to
something else than really doing
it, or kind of being okay with not
wanting to know some or other
thing. Its gotta do somehow
with libidinal economy in a way
that reminds us of kiwis, like
the fruit or several maybe.
(With & by Kim Hiorthøy,
Stina Nyberg, Zoë Poluch, Juli
Reinartz, Mårten Spångberg,
Rebecka Stillman, Uri
Turkenich.)
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Rebecka Stillman
“New Dimension of
The Idea”
Is not like anything you
have seen, it is like everything you have seen.
Is not a mixture of what
we know, it is in the middle of what we know.
Is not grey and boring, it is
spectacular and anonymous.
Is looking for a physical
practice hiding in-between
the known ones, by arranging
known physical practices in an
imagined circle it is trying to get
to know the space in the middle.
Is using the way we think
oppositions and dichotomies
to form multi-dichotomies
that are opposing themselves in several ways at once;
forming logics of dancing.
Is coupling two methods, that are related but not
parallel or complementary,
that are both asking: by setting up strict relations to
the known can one force us
out into the yet unknown?
Is on the mission to undermine detected methods of
structuring. By thinking through
and with common known ways
of remembering, can it be that
memory measures structure?
Is reaching for the blank
spot within what we know
instead of for an outside.
Is using strict relations
to the known surrounding to help keeping track
on where it can be situated
and what it can look like.
Is looking for an image of
a body with only one dimension going along a line of
letting how we perceive our
past change how we form
and think our future.
(By Rebecka Stillman
together with Ulrika Berg,
Chrisander Brun, Ludvig Daae,
Eliisa Erävalo.)
Fugazi
“We are not in this
together yet”
If you’ve been feeling a little
extra excitement in the air, an
extra little tingle of anticipation that you can’t quite place
it’s probably because the music
of Fugazi is coming to town.
Exploding on the Washington
DC scene in 1987, Fugazi is well
known for their straight up and
loud riffs which back bilingual
lyrics that range from uninterpretable to brilliantly rabble
rousing. If you’re the kind to
judge a band by the venues they

fill you might take a look at
the DIY manner of Fugazi and
learn that creating your stages
as well as your record labels
and show politics doesn’t do
any harm to your reputation.
Having had signed to long term
hiatus, the concert is now back
in town paying tribute to the
everlasting device: “Really good
music is not just to be heard it
is almost like a hallucination
you know? A concert is closer to
tai chi than you ever thought.”
(Fugazi are Linnea
Martinsson, Per Sundberg,
Kristoffer Grip, Emma Kim
Hagdahl, Juli Reinartz.)
Stina Nyberg
“The Environment”
Welcome to the physical world
and to life in general, ranging
in scale from the wild to the
civilized. “The Environment” is
the remainder of the universe
that lies outside the boundaries of the system. Here, living
and non-living things interact
naturally and information
is exchanged. The interaction may not imply equality
of social status, nevertheless,
they develop a sense of solidarity; they trust and help one
another. They tend to think in
similar styles and patterns even
when their conclusions differ.
It may have the look, feel and
quality of natural surroundings, but “The Environment” is a
completely composed illusion.
(Choreography: Stina
Nyberg w. Sophie Augot, Pontus
Pettersson, Tove Salmgren.)
Mychoreography with
Jennifer Lacey & Antonija
Livingstone “Spectacle Fin
D’Annee”
If nature is true, then what is
culture? And what if culture is
not true, must not its administration form a kind of corruption? But what if corruption can
be understood as something
productive, something that
undermine conventions, modes
of perception and makes the
ground unstable? Can this
corruption, this falseness, be
used as an unfocused method
to explore new relations or
alternative worlds? Culture and
Administration is a performance
proposal by Jennifer Lacey and
Anthonia Livingstone extrapolated by Mychoreography into
an autonomous project that
zones out but not as a return
to nature but as a departure from organization into,

something that best could
be called — boogie woogie.
(With and by Tova Gerge,
Nadja Hjorton, Alejandra
Pombo, Juli Reinartz, Rebecka
Stillman, Stina Nyberg, Zoë
Poluch, Uri Turkenich, Kim
Hiorthøy.)
Mårten Spångberg
“Powered by Emotion”
“Powered by Emotion” is a full
night solo created and performed by Mårten Spångberg
originating from a desire to
dance and sing without having access to skill and technical capacity in relationship
to the production of, on the
one hand territory and on the
other, perhaps more tangible,
notions of identity and belonging. Starting with an interest
between territory and political
potentiality the choreographer
explores two over-determined
artistic materials Walter
Verdin’s film of Steve Paxton’s
dance to J.S. Bach’s Goldberg
Variations and the songs
of Buena Vista Social Club.
Through the performers inability
and nonplussed relation to the
material it appears that the
spectator is urged to reconsider
a politics of aesthetics. What
we see and hear both is and
isn’t Stave Paxton dancing and
Buena Vista Social Club voicing
sentimental love. “Powered
by Emotion” is utter artificiality in its most natural form.
(With & by Mårten
Spångberg.)
Amanda Apetrea, Sidney
Leoni, Sebastian Lingserius,
Halla Ólafsdóttir, Mårten
Spångberg, Johan
Thelander “Rite of Spring”
The way back can be long, the
way back can be bumpy, the
way back can be through heaven and hell, but it is necessary.
After two years during which
the troops have been spread
over the world, they have now
decided to journeyed back for a
last effort to climb that mountain called “Rite of Spring”.
Like Helen Mirren and Johan
Malkovich Mychoreography is
back for a last sacrifice. They
will dance and jump around,
aim from the hip and utilize Kalachnicow dramaturgy
and be the war machine that
operates under the fearful name: Mychoreography.
“Rite of Spring” was not
exactly appreciated when it
premiered in august 2008 but
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as it happened during the two
first years it was the most
internationally toured dance
performance created in Sweden,
and since then it has gained a
cult status in no way short to
Syd Barret. This is your one off
moment to experience eternity.
(With and by Amanda
Apetrea, Sidney Leoni, Sebastian
Lingserius, Halla Ólafsdóttir,
Mårten Spångberg, Johan
Thelander.)
Xavier Le Roy
“Project, The Stockholm
Syndrome”
“Project, The Stockholm
Syndrome” was the first performance created with and
by the second generation of
Mychoreography. Together with
a bunch of friends we now
revisit this seminal work created
on the basis of a performance
by Xavier Le Roy from 2003, to
check if something has happened with us an maybe also
the work. As the title proposes
this is a performance that
disguises itself, produce some
kind of deviation or simply falls
in love with the captor. This
work also addresses production of choreography through
the means of disguise or
camouflage. Different kinds
of games has been used and
misused to generate choreography, or something
that doesn’t look like it.
(With and by Andrea
Csaszni Rygh, Ludvig Daae,
Adele Essle, Tova Gerge, Emma
Kim Hagdahl, Kim Hiorthøy,
Nadja Hjorton, Rami Jawhari
Jansson, Love Källman, Xavier
Le Roy, Linnea Martinsson,
Stina Nyberg, Stina Nyström,
Pontus Petterson, Zoë Poluch,
Juli Reinartz, Rebecka Stillman,
Mårten Spångberg, Uri
Turkenich and a bunch of other
super nice dancers.)
Kim Hiorthøy
“Pocket”
“Pocket” is a new performance
by Kim Hiorthøy. This is the text
about that performance. It’s
a very short text, only seven
sentences long, and then with
some names of the people
involved at the end. It’s not a
very personal text, or even very
funny. On the other hand, it’s
pretty straightforward and easy
to understand, with no theoretical mumbo-jumbo. I’ve always
wanted to end a text like this
with the word “Peanut” but
for some reason I can’t do it.
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Maybe I’m too sad, I don’t know.
(Choreography: Kim
Hiorthøy with Henrik Vikman,
Nadja Hjorton, Chrisander Brun,
Stephen Rappaport. Thanks to
Mark Vaughn, Zoë Poluch, with
an apology to Dan Graham.)
PS. Is that your penis?
It looks like a peanut.
Zoë Poluch
“Example”
Dear [
],
My name is Zoë Poluch and I
am a choreographer living in
Stockholm. You are warmly
invited to the ﬁrst “Dance of The
Future” entitled “Example”. For
the past two weeks I have been
working, alongside three other
artists Chrisander Brun, Halla
Olafsdottir and Jens Strandberg
in the foyer of MDT, a venue
for contemporary choreography and performance and an
international co-production
platform. This work is called “As
If” and is done in the context
of completing my Masters
Degree in Choreography. I
send you this letter since you
are the person responsible for
programming or curating the
art space [
].
In an attempt to activate
a space or method that exists
between the solitary and the
collective initiated a 10 day
workspace situation of working
alone together and together
alone. We each independently
pursued activities relevant to
our work in parallel time and
space. From Day 1 we went into
partnership with each other by
using the form of the contract.
This put into motion diverging purpose and ensured that
certain activities are performed
during the working period and
certain others prolong into the
future. These contracts contributed to shaping a speciﬁc
mutuality and interdependence
that is scarce on compromise
and negative obligation.
These 10 days supported
the making of “Example”, which
is the first embodiment of the
Dance of The Future. This Future
is more than a performance. It
is also a proposal, a demand,
a hope to prolong its life. As
a Dance that is decidedly out
of time, it does not yet know
what it is and must reproduce
its capacities to exist. I would,
therefore, kindly ask you to support this possibility by inviting
“As If”, the workspace situation
with myself, Chrisander, Halla
and Jens into your venue in the

future. Is this a residency? No.
It does not produce a speciﬁc
and deﬁned work but rather
the possibility of work itself.
Is this a performance? No. It
may one day become one, or
some viewers could perceive
the activities in the space as
such but that is not the aim.
This is an eﬀort to challenge
assumptions, understanding or
even qualiﬁcations of what an
encounter can be and who it is
that does the encountering.
This is just the beginning.
The Dance of The Future is
unknown and we have no choice
but to go towards it. Next
week, with the performance of
“Example” I would very much
like to meet you face to face
and think into the Future.
(Choreography: Zoë Poluch.
Performed by Zoë Poluch with
Chrisander Brun, Moriah Evans,
Kim Hiorthøy, Nadja Hjorton,
Anders Jacobson, Martin
Kilvady, Anna Koch, Efva Lilja,
Stina Nyberg, Tilman O’Donnell,
Halla Ólafsdóttir, Rasmus
Ölme, Chrysa Parkinson, Juli
Reinartz, Petra Sabisch, Mårten
Spångberg, Jens Strandberg, Uri
Turkenich and others.)
Uri Turkenich
“After #1” & “After #2”
The pieces “After #1” and “After
#2” addresses the works of the
German choreographer Pina
Bausch in terms of her working structures, the resulting
movement material, composition choices and the genre
Tanzteater. As a choreographer
Bausch positioned the dancer
in the place of a producer of
knowledge. We continue her
line of thoughts, we continue
to research the work relation
between the dancer and choreographer and how that reflects
on knowledge production. By
researching movement material created by Pina Bausch we
develop a physicality informed
by her tradition and furthered
by our knowledge and ideologies
today. In “After #1” we created a
working structure in which the
position of the choreographer
is distributed to several people, each works alone with the
performer and determines his/
her own work relation to the
performer. The piece is passed
on from one choreographer
to the other and developed by
different choreographers in
different stages of the work.
In “After #2” we created a
working structure in which

each dancer has autonomy in
a fluctuating hierarchy when
working together as a group.
(“After #1” choreography
& performed by Uri Turkenich
with Linda Blomqvist. “After #2”
choreography Alice Chauchat,
Sebastian Schulz, Mårten
Spångberg, Uri Turkenich.
Performed by Uri Turkenich.)
Stina Nyberg
“The Way Sounds Attack”
In order to be strategic we have
to know the game. We start
to move and the music begins
to play. When the wave hits
you, each of you in your own
account, it bounces back and
at this very moment produces
a new sound. We engage in a
collective activity with personal intentions. No one in this
room is responsible for anyone
else, yet we can’t do it alone.
“The Way Sounds Attack” is a
choreography that focuses on
the body’s relationship to sound
and how illusions of different
causalities are created through
actions and reactions. The
techno suggests a dance where
no one depends on anyone
else to do it, and no one cares
about how you look when you
move, but that insists on doing
it together. The piece is created
through a practice and performed as such, carried by the
imagination and conviction of
both performers and audience.
(Choreography: Stina
Nyberg. Performed by Kim
Hiorthøy, Stina Nyberg, Zoë
Poluch, Rebecka Stillman, Uri
Turkenich.)
Nadja Hjorton
“40 minuter”
“40 minuter” is a piece that
develops the capacities to sense
and work with the reactions and
relationships that performance
practice brings about. The piece
aims at being an open, accessible and multi-perceptive
entity. By constantly, through
the entire work, insisting on
practicing instead of rehearsing, the focus is moved from a
more traditional entrance to
choreography and dance (how
something looks or is interpreted) to the experience, the
exploration and the potential.
(Concept: Nadja Hjorton,
Chrisander Brun. Choreography:
Nadja Hjorton.) •
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Mjuklyx 22
Moa Hanssen 8
Moderna Museet 22
Mole Says Hi 6
Montažstroj 7
Moriah Evans 25
Mother 6
Mychoreography 9, 11, 24

N

Nadja Hjorton 8, 24, 25
Naiara Mendioroz Azkarate
21
Netwerk 6
New York Foundation for the
Arts Choreography Fellow
12
Nick Symons 21
Nina Jeppsson 6
Norberto Llopis 5
Nordberg Movement 21
Nordic Culture Point 21
Nordisk Kulturfond 21
Norrlandsoperan 6, 21
Norsk Kulturråd 6

Peter Boehm 10
Peter Lenaerts 6, 21
Petra Sabisch 21, 25
Petra Zanki 7
Petter Jacobsson 22
Philip Berlin 6
Philippe Beloul 6
Philippe Genty 5
Pierre Rubio 11, 12
Piet Defrancq 21
Pieter Ampe 5
Pina Bausch 15, 25
Polska Institutet 11
Pontus Lindvall 8
Pontus Pettersson 16, 19,
24, 25
Praticable 12
Prince 11
PS 122 7

Q

Queen Kristinas 6
QueerQultfestivalen 9

R

Odile Seitz 21
ÖFA-collective 9, 11
Oktoberdans 7
Olav Wesphalen 11
Oliver Frljic 7
Olof Persson 12
Ondine Cloez 5
Ongakuaw 21
On the Boards 7
Örjan Andersson 8
Oskar Landström 6
Oskar Rosén 8

Rachel Alexander 7
Rami Jawhari Jansson 25
Rasmus Ölme 22, 25
Rebecca Chentinell 5, 8
Rebecca Evanne 12
Rebecka Stillman 9, 24, 25
Rencontres chorégraphiques
Internationales de SeineSaint-Denis 22
Resa Negarestani 12
Richard Herold 22
Riksteatern 6, 9
Rita Natálio 5
Roderich Madl 9
Robert Lepage 10
Robert Steijn 21
Robin Jonsson 6, 16, 22
Rodrigo Sobarzo de
Larraechea 21
Rosas 10
Royal Opera House in London
22
Royal Swedish Ballet School
5, 6, 9, 22
Rumänska kulturinstitutet
11
Ruth Waldeyer 21

P

S

O

Pacific! Feat. El Perro del Mar
12
Pacific! Feat. Maja Gödicke &
Olof Persson 12
PACT Zollverein 7, 10
Paradiso Festival 9
P.A.R.T.S 5, 6, 9, 22
Peder Bjurman 10, 12
Pelle Carleson & Tommy
Eriksson, DNEX 22
Per Ananiassen 7
Pere Faura 12
Per Inge Nilsson, Bravikens
pappersbruk 22
Per Sundberg 24

Sabine Prokhoris 21
Sakari Paananen,
Unestablished 22
Salka Ardal Rosengren 6, 10,
12
Sanna Blennow 9
Santiago Ribelles Zorita 5
Sarah Degerhammar 6
Sarah Michelson 12
Sara Lindström 7
Sasha Waltz 22
Sebastian Lingserius 9, 16,
17, 21, 22, 24, 25
Sebastian Schulz 22, 25
Shadowcasters 7

Shumpei Nemoto 21
Sidney Leoni 7, 15, 21, 24,
25
Simon Hecquet 21
Simon Kaijser da Silva 10
Sir Simon Rattle 10
Smalltown Supersound 9
SNDO 5, 21
Soﬁa Ranow Boix-Vives 7
SOIT 22
Sophie Augot 16, 19, 24
Sorbonne Nouvelle 7
Sostapalmizi 21
Statens Kulturråd 12
STDH Stockholms dramatiska
högskola 6
Steirischer Herbst 7
Stephanie Lühn 22
Stephen Rappaport 25
Steven Michel 21
Steve Paulet 21
Steve Paxton 24
Stina Dahlström 7, 20
Stina Høgkvist 8
Stina Nyberg 16, 18, 19, 24,
25
Stina Nyström 25
Stockholms Kulturförvaltning
12
STUK 6, 12, 21
Susanna Hedin 21
Susanne Jaresand 22
Sutoda 6, 21
Sven Åge Birkeland 7
Swedish Arts Grant
Committee 21
Swedish Arts Grants
Committee 5
Swedish Research Council 11
Syd Barret 25

T

Tanja Tuurala 6
Tanzcompanie Gervasi 9
Tanzfabrik Berlin 22
Tanz im August 10
Tanzplan Potsdam 21
Tanzquartier 7, 10
Tea Tupajić 7
The Academy of Drama Art in
Zagreb 7
The Coming Boogie-Woogie
16, 23
The Cullberg Ballet 21
The House of Bertha 9, 10
The national performance
network funded by the
German Federal Cultural
Foundation as part of
Dance Plan Germany 10
The Royal Swedish Ballet
School in Stockholm 5
The Swedish Arts Grants
Committee 22
The Swedish Dance History 9,
11, 23
Thomas Caley 22
Thomas Dunn 12
Tickley Feather 6
Tilman O’Donnell 25
Tilo Schwarz 22
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TIR Performance 6
Tobias Hagström-Ståhl 8
Tobias Hallgren 7, 8, 10, 12
Tom Caley 22
Tova Gerge 6, 24, 25
Tove Dahlblom 8, 20
Tove Salmgren 8, 16, 19, 24

U

Ulrika Berg 9, 24
Ulrike Melzwig 21
University College of Dance
in Stockholm 5, 22, 23
Uppsala Stadsteater 9
Uri Turkenich 8, 24, 25

V

Valentina Desideri 8
Vallejo Gantner 7
Val Suarez 8
Varinia Canto Vila 5
Vasa theatre 10
Veli Lehtovaara 5
Verena Billinger 22
Via Negativa 7
Victor Sáiz 21
Vincenzo Carta 21
Vlaamse Ghemeenschap 21
Vooruit 6, 22

W

Walter Verdin 24
Weld 5, 7, 21
Whitney 11
W.I.S.P. 5
Workspace Brussels 5, 6, 11,
21
WP Zimmer 9

X

Xavier Le Roy 7, 10, 11, 12,
16, 15, 18, 22, 25
X.ida 9

Y

Yanéka 6
Yukiko Shinozaki 9
Yvonne Meier 12

Z

Zacharias Blad 9
Zeena Parkin 12
Zeitraumexit Mannheim 22
Zoë Poluch 8, 16, 19, 23,
24, 25
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